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Executive Summary  

 
Rationale 
Some UK animal breeds are highly valued for their quality of meat and meat from these 
breeds can be sold at premium prices in the retail market.  This provides an opportunity for 
fraudulent traders to gain financial advantage by deliberately mislabelling meat as originating 
from a traditional breed.  There is therefore need for a method to authenticate meat being 
sold as having been derived from a particular breed.   

This project aimed to develop a method for the genetic identification of meat labelled as 
originating from traditional breeds within the UK.  Assays were developed for the following 
target breeds of cattle and pig: Aberdeen Angus, Welsh Black, Red Poll, Hereford (cattle) and 
Berkshire, Hampshire, Gloucester Old Spot, Welsh and Wild Boar (pig).   
 
Approach 
The work utilized DNA markers known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) which can 
be analysed together in massive numbers (~55k) on a SNP chip.  Reference data from cattle 
and pig breeds were used to characterize the genetic differences among breeds and to 
assign a sample to its breed origin.  The minimum number of SNPs capable of robust breed 
identification were selected and used to design a genetic assay for cattle and pig breeds; this 
was subsequently validated independently by the public analyst laboratory. 
 
Results 
The cattle assay was used to successfully assign samples to each of three traditional cattle 
breeds (Aberdeen Angus, Red Poll and Welsh Black) from eleven candidate breeds.  For 
Hereford, the available reference data did not encompass the full range of variation within the 
breed, resulting in certain ‘Traditional Hereford’ samples being excluded.  Preliminary data 
suggests that this issue would be rectified with the addition of more reference data from a 
broader spectrum of Hereford cattle.  Insufficient reference data were available to fully 
investigate the possibility of identifying cross-breeds. 

The pig assay was able to assign samples to any one of thirteen different breeds, including 
wild boar.  The assay was not able to differentiate Welsh from Landrace pigs due to their 
genetic similarity. 

The assay was successfully applied to samples in the uncooked and cooked form and was 
used to test a number of market samples, identifying some mislabelling.   

Standard operating procedures have been written for the sample preparation and data 
analysis stages, and have been validated at a public analyst laboratory.  
 
Applications 
The assays developed in this project are suitable for use in the marketplace and identifying 
incidences of mislabelling.  Enforcement authorities can use the information and method to 
enforce food labelling regulations in this area, and there is potential interest from FSA to 
conduct a survey. 

This project represents novel research that will impact the field of population genetics; one 
article has been published in a high quality journal, with a second in review. The technology 
could pave the way for further application in other areas where genetic assignment to breed, 
variety or geographic origin is required.  
 
Areas for further work 
A small extension study would enable the inclusion of Hereford cattle as a target breed within 
the same assay and would help to extend the identification of Hampshire pig.  A larger project 
would convert the current all-in-one assay to a series of breed specific tests that would be 
cheaper and simpler to apply by public analysts across the UK. 
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Introduction 

This report describes the work undertaken during FSA project Q011030 that aimed to 
develop DNA methods for the verification of meat from traditional cattle and pig 
breeds.  The document covers all project stages and includes a synthesis of three 
previous Interim Project Reports (31/03/09, 10/07/09 and 31/01/10) and a report 
describing the first phase of the project (Phase 1 report - 14/10/10). 

 

Project Background 

The labelling and sale of meat by traditional breed of origin is widely used within the 
retail industry in the United Kingdom to promote the quality and authenticity of meats 
and attract a premium price in the marketplace.  This situation provides an 
opportunity for fraudulent traders to gain financial advantage by deliberately 
mislabelling meat as originating from a traditional breed.  Both cattle and pig breed 
societies have expressed concern that mislabelled beef and pork products are being 
sold in the UK, undermining the business of traditional breed producers and 
defrauding the consumer. 

Methods for authenticating the species of meat are now widely available, however 
the identification of individual breeds within the recognized species of domestic cow 
and pig are not currently available.  This project was established to develop methods 
for verifying the authenticity of four traditional cattle breeds and four traditional pig 
breeds. In addition, the authentication of wild boar meat was added to the project 
after the first year. 

The primary method for determining the biological origin of meat is DNA analysis.  
The identification and application of DNA markers for meat product verification has 
been widely demonstrated at the species level (previous FSA projects) and is 
employed to trace individual animals through the food supply chain (e.g. Heaton et al. 
2002).  Several methods have also been developed for breed identification (Blott et 
al. 1999; Ciampolini et al. 2006) that have demonstrated the potential for such 

techniques to authenticate commercial meat products, however their application has 
been limited.  The overall objective of this proposal is therefore to undertake research 
that will lead to robust, transferable, cost-effective methods of genetic breed 
identification, enabling testing laboratories to verify the authenticity of consumer 
products and providing evidence to food fraud investigations. 
 

 

Project Aims 

1. to identify sets of genetic markers capable of discriminating among all breeds 
of interest in both cattle and pigs 

2. to determine the minimum number of markers required to allow breed 
verification with sufficient confidence for enforcement applications 

3. to transfer and validate the research solution onto an available cost-effective 
analytical platform 

4. to evaluate the feasibility of a Public Analyst performing the analysis 
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Project Design 

Scientific Rationale 

From a biological perspective, breed identification is equivalent to population 
assignment.  Populations can be defined as groups of individuals that share greater 
genetic similarity with each other than they do with members of other populations.  
This suggests that it should be possible to use DNA markers to differentiate 
populations and assign unknown samples to their correct population of origin. Large 
numbers of markers have been developed for different applications in cattle and pigs 
and many statistical methods for analysing the data have been produced.  The work 
undertaken here involved the use of SNP DNA markers to generate DNA profiles for 
individual samples.  Samples of known origin were pooled by breed and analysed to 
determine the degree of breed genetic differentiation.  DNA profiles generated from 
unknown samples were then statistically assigned to one of the reference breeds. 
 
The key technology exploited in this project was the Illumina high-density SNP 
genotyping array system.  This platform allows thousands of SNP markers to be 
genotyped for a single sample simultaneously.  The existence of Illumina bovine and 
porcine SNP chip products, containing 54,000 and 60,000 SNPs respectively, raised 
the possibility of searching for breed diagnostic markers on a genome-wide scale.  
Through establishing collaborations with the international consortia working on cattle 
and pig genomics, the project was given access to several million pounds worth of 
genotype data covering the majority of breeds in the project.  Additional genotyping 
was undertaken for extra breeds following the collection of reference samples.   
 
Implementation 
The original project plan was divided into a six Tasks with a number of Sub-Tasks 
(Table 1).  Tasks 1-4 formed the primary research component of the project. Tasks 5-
6 were concerned with developing this research into applied tools.  The Tasks were 
further grouped into two Phases, relating to where the work was conducted and the 
positioning of a project break point after Phase 1. 

 

Table 1 List of project Tasks from original proposal 

Task Sub-Task Description Activity Phase 

01 01 Sample collection R&D 

P
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a
s
e
 1

 w
o
rk

 

G
e
n
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e
 /

 R
o
s
lin

 

02 Genetic data collection R&D 

02 01 Bioinformatic analysis – marker selection  R&D 

02 Bioinformatic analysis – marker evaluation R&D 

03 01 SNP assay development R&D 

02 Draft SOPs for genotyping R&D 

04 01 Development of assignment methods R&D 

02 Draft SOPs for assignment R&D 

05 01 Design of internal validation study Application 

02 Performance of internal validation study Application 

06 01 Design of external validation study Application 

P
h
a
s
e
 2

 

M
T

D
 02 Performance of external validation study Application 

03 Testing of marker samples Application 
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1. Sample Collection and Genetic Data Collection 

Experimental samples 

Reference sample were required for several breeds for which insufficient genotype 
data existed.  For cattle, samples of Welsh Black and Red Poll cattle were collected.  
Welsh Black sample collection was organized in collaboration with the Welsh Black 
Cattle Society; Red Poll samples were provided by Mr Eric Moss.  For pigs, samples 
of Welsh pig were obtained.  Welsh pig sample collection was coordinated by the 
Food Standards Agency. 

A list of the samples provided to the project is detailed in Appendix I.   

 

Validation samples 

In addition to the samples genotyped for the initial reference data set, three further 
set of samples were used to validate the assay (see Section 6).  The first was a set 
of control samples of known breed or cross-breed origin, consisting of 66 cattle and 
73 pig DNA extracts.   The second set consisted of meat samples that had been 
prepared to represent a variety of processing treatments and DNA yields.  The third 
set was a collection of commercial samples from the market place, used in Task 06-
03 (see Appendix II for full listings). 

 

Novel genotype data 

Reference genotype data for Welsh Black, Red Poll, Welsh pig, Gloucester Old Spot, 
Landrace and Wild boar were generated using the Illumina bovine or porcine chips 
respectively.  DNA extraction and genotyping was performed at Gen-Probe Life 
Sciences following the standard DNA extraction protocol detailed in the SOP 
(Appendix IV) and the Illumina standard genotyping protocol. 
 
Resulting data were edited using the Genome Studio software and the final genotype 
files subsequently incorporated into the larger data sets provided by external 
collaborators for each species.  A summary of the genotype data by breed and 
source is provided in Table 2. 

 
 
2. Bioinformatic Analysis and Marker Selection 

Task 

In order to identify markers with the most power to discriminate among breeds, it was 
necessary to examine the very large bovine and porcine datasets at the level of the 
individual SNP.  To achieve this, several different bioinformatic approaches were 
required to manipulate the data, perform standard population genetic analyses and 
finally rank the SNP markers for marker panel selection. 

 

Methods 

The analytical approach was based on employing a standard measure of genetic 
differentiation to score each of the markers for each pairwise breed comparison.  
This process results in a SNP marker list that could be ranked in order of the 
markers’ power to distinguish reference breeds.  For example, for the eleven cattle 
breeds, there are a total of 55 pairwise breed comparisons, generating 55 lists of 
55,000 SNP markers.   
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Table 2 Details of samples listed as genetic data that was either produced 
during the project or provided to the project.  The SNP number refers 
the number of markers available for each breed. 

 

 

 
For each list, the best 500 markers were then selected based on rank. These were 
analysed to evaluate the occurrence of each SNP in more than one pairwise breed 
list to generate a list of ‘super-SNPs’ that are informative in multiple pairwise 
comparisons.  The refined list of SNPs is then ranked again to produce an all-breed 
average top 500 SNP set. 

In addition, 500-SNP panels were generated for each target breed to optimize the 
differentiation of single breeds from all other candidate breeds. 

To perform this analysis, it was been necessary to write original script in Pearl, Unix 
and R programming languages.   

A detailed explanation of the analytical method employed is provided in Appendix III.  
The analytical pipeline developed to process has been accepted for publication in 
BMC Genetics (Appendix VII). 

 

 

Species Breed Genetic 
data 

SNP 
number 

Data 
provision 

Cattle Welsh Black Produced 55k Gen-Probe 

Red Poll Produced 55k Gen-Probe 

Aberdeen Angus Provided 55k J. Taylor  

Hereford   Provided 55k J. Taylor 

Limousin  Provided 55k J. Taylor 

Charolais   Provided 55k J. Taylor 

Holstein-Freisian Provided 55k J. Taylor 

Piedmontese  Provided 55k J. Taylor 

Red Angus  Provided 55k J. Taylor 

Guernsey Provided 55k J. Taylor 

Jersey Provided 55k J. Taylor 

 

Pig Welsh Produced 60k Gen-Probe 

Gloucester Old Spot Produced 60k Gen-Probe 

Berkshire Provided 60k  A. Archilbald 

Hampshire  Provided 60k   A. Archibald 

Large Black Provided 60k A. Archibald 

Large White  Provided 60k A. Archibald 

Middle White Provided 60k A. Archibald 

British Saddleback Provided 60k A. Archibald 

Mangalica Provided 60k A. Archibald 

Landrace  Produced 60k G-P / AA 

Tamworth Provided 60k A. Archibald 

Pietrain Provided 60k A. Archibald 

Duroc Provided 60k A. Archibald 

 

Wild 
Boar 

European Prov/Prod 60k G-P / AA  
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Results 

For each species, datasets of the genotypes for the top 500 SNPs were produced.  
Separate data sets were produced for the all-breed top SNPs and each individual 
breed (breed specific top 500 SNPs).   

These data sets are too large to provide in a text format for the report but are 
available from the author. 

 

3. Power Analysis 

The aim of the power analysis was to investigate the number of SNPs required to 
differentiate breeds with sufficient power to be confident of breed assignment for 
unknown samples.  Breed assignment was evaluated by examining the distribution of 
likelihood ratios among pairs of breeds, following the analytical method described in 
Ciampolini et al. (2006).   Under this approach, the likelihood associated with the 

assignment of a sample to each different breed is calculated.  The ratio of the 
likelihood value for the true breed against the likelihood of an alternate breed is 
computed.  This process is repeated for all reference samples in the dataset, 
allowing the distribution of likelihood ratios to be assessed and the power of pairwise 
assignment to be calculated (Figure 1). 

Likelihoods were calculated using the software programme GENECLASS2 (Piry et al. 
2004), following the parameters described in the SOP (Appendix IV).  In any pairwise 
comparison, the power to differentiate breeds is related to the degree of separation 
between the likelihood ratio distributions for the two breeds.  If the distribution of 
either breed encompasses a likelihood ratio of less than zero, then there is the 
possibility that unknown samples will be misassigned (Figure 2).  To evaluate the risk 
of misassignment, a probability of correct assignment was calculated.   

By increasing the number of SNP markers in the assignment panel from 1 to 500, it is 
possible to model the effect of increasing SNP number on assignment power (the 
distributions in Figure 2 pull apart).  For both cattle and pigs, a high level of 
assignment power was observed above a SNP number of n=50, which was sufficient 
to discriminate most breeds with enough power to categorically identify breed of 
origin.  Certain closely related breed pairs, for example, Red Angus and Aberdeen 
Angus, required a greater number of SNPs to attain the same level of assignment 
power. 

 

4. Assay Design 

The overall aim of Phase 1 was to produce a working assay to generate genetic data 
from an unknown sample and assign it to its breed of origin.  The selection of an 
assay type and associated analytical platform was important, as the choice of 
platform would dictate the cost effectiveness and accessibility of the technique, as 
well as its accuracy and robustness. 

At the current time there are relatively few genotyping solutions capable of analysing 
between 48 and 96 SNP markers.  Multiplex solutions are offered by Illumina and 
Sequenome.  Scalable single-plex solutions such as TaqMan and Kaspar SNP 
genotyping chemistries may be combined with Fluidyme or BioTrove genotyping 
platforms to achieve the same level of SNP analysis. 

The eventual applied use of the assay was a key consideration; it was important to 
avoid selecting the best solution for R&D at the expense of its application by public 
analysts in the UK. 
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Figure 2 Pair of likelihood ratio distributions (Breed A samples assigned to 
Breed A vs Breed B (red line) and Breed B samples assigned to Breed 
B vs Breed A (blue line)).  For Breed A, there are two sources of 
possible error: Breed B samples being incorrectly assigned to Breed A 
(α) and Breed A samples being incorrectly assigned to Breed B (β).   

 α and β can be calculated at different test values (LR values) to 
determine the probability of correct assignment.  The test value (LR) 
for individual unknown samples can also be calculated and the sample 
specific probability of misassignment computed. 

 

 

Figure 1 
Likelihood ratio distribution for 
samples assigned to their true 
breed vs an alternate breed.  
 
a) Values below zero indicate 

where a sample is more 
likely to be assigned to the 
alternate breed (error). 
 

b) When more SNPs are 
used, the distribution 
moves away from zero 
reducing the risk of 
misassignment  
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After careful consideration and comparison of the available options, the Illumina 
BeadExpress platform was selected as the best option, based on cost, ease of use 
and potential as a diagnostic tool.  A single assay was designed using the Illumina 
Assay Design Tool incorporating 192 SNPs (the top 96 porcine and 96 bovine SNPs; 
see SOPs for details).   

Following selection of the SNPs, a final round of power analysis was performed to 
assess the pairwise probability of assignment for the two SNP sets.  The probabilities 
associated with the target breeds against all other breeds are shown in Table 3.  The 
only breed discrimination issue highlighted by this analysis is with Welsh and 
Landrace pig breeds.  There has been some doubt raised over the veracity of the 
‘Welsh pig’ as a true breed and these results would seem to suggest that it is either 
very closely related to, or possibly even a subset of, the Landrace breed. 

The assay was subsequently ordered as a custom-made product from Illumina.  
Details of how to order the assay are provided in the associated SOP (Appendix IV) 

 

Table 3 Probabilities of correct assignment of a sample from the target breed 
to that target breed versus an alternate breed, using 96 SNPs.  
Pairwise probabilities for all comparisons were in excess of P=0.9999 
for all breeds except those shown. 

 

 Target Breed P(correct assignment) vs alternate breed 

<0.99 <0.999 <0.9999 

Bovine assay Aberdeen Angus   Red Angus 

Hereford    

Red Poll   Charolais 

Welsh Black   Charolais 

Porcine Assay Berkshire    

Hampshire    

Gloucester Old Spot   Wild Boar 

Welsh Landrace British Saddleb’k 

Duroc 

 

Wild Boar  Mangalica British Saddleb’k 

Large White 

Land Race 
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5. SOP Production 

A series of Standard Operating Procedures were drafted relating to the various 
sections of the analytical process, including DNA extraction, genotyping, data 
analysis and interpretation (Tasks 03-02 and 04-02).  These drafts were eventually 
joined to form sample-to-breed SOPs for cattle and pigs and used in the internal 
validation study (Task 05-02).  The internal validation results led to SOP revisions 
(see below).  The revised SOPs were provided to the public analyst, Minton Treharne 
and Davies (MTD), for the external validation process (Task 06-02, Phase 2) and 
were subsequently edited and improved following feedback from MTD. 
 
The final version of the SOPs can be found in the Appendices as follows: 
Bovine SOP - Appendix IVa  Porcine SOP - Appendix IVb 
 
6. Validation 

Internal validation (Task 05) 

Following completion of the assay manufacture and production of the Standard 
Operating Procedure, an internal validation study was performed to demonstrate the 
performance of the assay on a set of control DNA samples. 

The validation protocol consisted of following the relevant SOP from the point of 
providing the Illumina service provider with DNA at the correct concentration.  The 
test samples used in the internal validation study are detailed in Appendix IIa. 

Upon receiving the genotype data from the service provider, the SOP was followed 
through to completion to assess the assignment success of the control samples 
using the assay. 

A report detailing the results of the internal validation study is provided in Appendix 
V.  The conclusions of the validation study were as follows: 

 The Illumina genotyping assay performed well, enabling the unambiguous 
genotyping of 184 of 192 SNPs across the two species. 

 

 The data generated from the porcine samples demonstrated that in almost all 
cases, validation samples were correctly assigned to breed. 

 

 Incorrect assignment of porcine samples was limited to breeds that are very 
closely related; these results are not considered to fundamentally 
compromise the use of the assay to test traditional breed products. 
 

 The bovine results indicated that several breeds could not be categorically 
distinguished from one another using the SNP panel.  These results are 
contrary to the theoretical analysis based on the existing reference data. 

 

 The observed misassignment is likely to be due to a difference in the genetic 
variation present within the validation samples and that of the reference data.  
This result was unexpected and is potentially of academic interest, but it does 
compromise the ability to identify all bovine breeds with the assay. 

 

 Further data analysis should enable the production of methods for the 
identification of single target cattle breeds using the assay to address a 
specific question, rather than the assignment of an unknown sample to any 
one of eleven breeds. 

 

On the basis of these conclusions, the analytical methods and SOPs were revised. 
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Revision of Methods and Standard Operating Procedures 

Bovine methods  

Breed misassignment observed during the internal validation study was not 
associated with the project target breeds, Angus, Red Poll and Welsh Black, 
indicating that the SNP panels could still powerfully differentiate these breeds.  It was 
therefore decided to alter the basis of the bovine assay from breed identification to 
breed detection (i.e. testing for the presence of specific target breeds).  This led to 
the production of breed-specific assays in which the outcome of the data 
interpretation was either a) the detection of the target breed (usually the claimed 
breed) or b) the detection of an unspecified non-target breed (usually a substitute for 
the claimed breed).  Consequently there are now three bovine assays, but all three 
use the same laboratory protocol and follow the same analytical SOP.  The only 
difference among the three assays is the reference data set used to assign the DNA 
profile of a test sample.  These three assays were carried forward to the external 
validation stage (Task 6). 

Although breed misassignment was not observed for the Hereford cattle during 
internal validation, the level of exclusion from all breeds suggested that the samples 
used in the validation study were from a distinctly different genetic population to 
those used to generate the reference population data for the Hereford breed.  On 
further investigation, it was discovered that there are at least two working definitions 
for Hereford cattle.  ‘Traditional Hereford’ is a term used by some breeders to refer 
specifically to Hereford bred in the UK directly from ancestral UK Hereford stock.  
More generically, the term ‘Hereford’ is used to describe the majority of commercially 
reared Herefords that have usually originated from bloodlines raised in the Americas 
or Australia, following historic translocation from the UK.  Confusingly, the Hereford 
Cattle Society does not draw a distinction between the traditional and commercial 
definitions, whereas the Traditional Breeds Meat Marketing Company (TBMM) does 
recognise this distinction and strongly supports its use.  The reference data used in 
this study will reflect the gene pool of the commercial Hereford stock; the samples 
used in the validation study were ‘Traditional Hereford’.  This is the most likely cause 
of non-assignment and suggests that a broader sample of Herefords is included in 
the reference data, so that both traditional and commercial breeds are represented. 

 

Porcine methods  

No major changes were made to the porcine SOP. 

 

External validation (Task 06) 

Following the revision of SOP and methods, an external validation study was 
performed to demonstrate the performance of the assay in the hands of a Public 
Analyst laboratory and to evaluate the range of case-type samples from which 
reliable data could be generated.  

The validation protocol included the following three sets of validation samples:  

i) Control DNA from known breeds.  These were included to ensure that the 
assay results and interpretation were reproducible by a second laboratory 
following the SOP. 

ii) Processed/treated meat samples.  These were included to examine the 
performance of the assay across a range of sample types, including 
various cooking methods and serial DNA dilutions. 

iii) Market/commercial samples. These were included as a final examination of 
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how the assay would perform using market samples and to take an initial 
look at what breeds could be identified from a small sample of traditional 
breed products. 

The test samples used in the external validation study are given in Appendix II a&b. 

A report detailing the results of the external validation study is given in Appendix VI.   

The conclusions of the external validation study were as follows: 

 The Illumina genotyping assay performed well, enabling the unambiguous 
genotyping of 184 of 192 SNPs across the two species. 

 

 The processing of the control samples demonstrated that the SOPs could be 
applied to generate the correct results by the Public Analyst laboratory. 
 

 Both porcine and bovine assays can be performed on samples with DNA 
concentrations of 30 ng/ul or more. 
 

 Both porcine and bovine assays can be performed on samples subjected to 
frying, baking, boiling, grilling and cooking in sauce. 

 

 Porcine control samples were correctly assigned; the assay does not 
differentiate Welsh from Landrace. 
 

 Bovine control samples from the target breeds (Angus, Red Poll and Welsh 
Black) were correctly assigned under the specific breed detection approach. 
 

 While no Hereford control samples were misassigned, the breadth of genetic 
diversity in the reference samples is likely to be too narrow at present to allow 
the assignment of all true Hereford samples to the Hereford breed.  The 
inclusion of further Hereford samples from ‘Traditional’ cattle would help 
address this issue. 
 

 The results of the market/commercial samples indicate that most products are 
accurately labelled, although some mislabelling clearer occurs. 
 

 

Additional Hereford sample data 

In order to broaden the level of Hereford genetic diversity represented in the breed 
reference data, four traditional authenticated Hereford cattle were genotyped as part 
of the external validation study.  These genotypes were added to the reference data 
as a mini-reference population and used to re-analyse the Traditional Hereford 
control genotypes that had previously been excluded from Hereford and all other 
breeds. 

The results of this analysis were that the Traditional Hereford control samples were 
assigned to this new Traditional Hereford reference population.  Although based on 
an extremely small reference sample size, this brief analysis supports the theory that 
the original Hereford reference data set did not contain sufficient diversity to 
represent genetic make-up of Traditional Hereford cattle in the UK.  These findings 
lead to the need for either a separate set of reference population data for the 
Traditional Hereford, or at least to the incorporation of sufficient Traditional Herefords 
into the existing reference data set to ensure that it is truly representative of all 
Herefords sold in the UK. 
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Conclusions 

 The project succeeded in identifying sets of SNP DNA markers that could be 
used to determine the breed of origin of DNA samples from cattle and pigs, 
based on the available breed reference data. 

 The assay theoretically had sufficient power to assign samples to breed with 
enough certainty to allow test results to be used to determine breed in 
enforcement actions, as well as market surveys. 

 The internal and external validation studies demonstrated the ability of the 
assay to assign control samples to breed of origin.   

 The final porcine assay allows an unknown sample to be assigned to any of 
fifteen pig breeds, including wild boar. 

 The final bovine assay allows the detection of three target breeds: Angus, 
Red Poll and Welsh Black.  Unambiguous detection of the fourth target breed, 
Hereford, should be feasible following the addition of more authenticated 
Traditional Hereford samples to the reference data. 

 The Standard Operating Procedures enable samples to be processed through 
the laboratory and data analysis stages to return a breed identification result. 

 The research undertaken during this phase of the project is largely novel and 
is suitable for peer-reviewed publication.  One manuscript has already been 
accepted for publication in the journal BMC Genetics, focussing on the 
selection and assessment of SNP panels for breed identification in cattle 
(Wilkinson et al. in press; Appendix VII).  A second manuscript, focussing on 

the development of a SNP assay for breed identification in pigs, is in 
preparation. 
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Glossary 

FSA  United Kingdom Food Standards Agency. 

Illumina Illumina Inc. is a US-based company that produces molecular genetic 
assays for genotyping large numbers of SNP markers 

Beadexpress The Beadexpress apparatus is an Illumina platform for genotyping up 
to 384 SNP markers simultaneously for a single sample. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

SNP  Single Nucleotide Polymorphism – a type of genetic marker 
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Appendix I 

 
Welsh Black Cattle samples provided to the project 

 
LIMS Ref 1 Ref 2 Farm of Origin of Cattle Farm of Origin of blood sample D.O.B.

83431 UK 743511 400148 TW & EA Davies, Brynonnen, New Quay R Griffiths, nanty, Pantmawr, llanidloes

83430 UK 702342 200086 JE Hughes & Sons, Carreg-y-hoardd,ConwyR Griffiths, nanty, Pantmawr, llanidloes

83434 UK 704315 100006 Evans , Gerddi-Bluog Evans , Gerddi-Bluog

83435 JGA W14 Emyr Jones, Graig Goch

83436 UK744463 100404 Jenkins, Cerrigcaranau Jenkins, Cerrigcaranau 01/05/2006

83777 UK 744281 700354 ADAS, Pwllpeirian ADAS, Pwllpeirian 12/09/2005

83603 UK 720707 300109 Pratt, Hillis Fm, llanfilo Pratt, Hillis Fm, llanfilo 28/04/2004

83604 UK AV041300051 Beth Rees, Cae mawr fm Beth Rees, Cae mawr fm 16/05/1997

83653 UK742940 100111 Baker, Disgwylfa,pontyberem Baker, Disgwylfa,pontyberem

83670 UKB9850 00103 Hywel Davies, Cefn Don, Hirwaun Hywel Davies, Cefn Don, Hirwaun 20/04/1997

83782 UK744444 300214 EW & MM Jenkins, Tynygraig Coucher, Penrhiw, Llandysul

83783 UK720639 400002 DM Davies, Cathedine, Brecon DM Davies, Cathedine, Brecon

84639 UK744440 600076 Jones, Cwmcae,Bow st Jones, Cwmcae,Bow st 10/06/2001

85166 UK705895 100009 Beth Rees, Cae mawr fm R Watkins,Penygraig Coch, llanddeusaint

85345 UK00104 JA0684 Jones, Llwyniorwerth,Capel Bangor Jones, Llwyniorwerth,Capel Bangor 20/08/1995

85488 UK707579 300068 PJ Farthing, Hendre, Denbigh James Tyllwyd, Felingwm uchaf

85490 UK745177 100012 GR Phillips, Dancoed James Tyllwyd, Felingwm uchaf

85493 UK707579 500056 PJ Farthing, Hendre, Denbigh James Tyllwyd, Felingwm uchaf

85654 UK702376 600081 Richard Williams, Ffirdd Fawr Richard Williams, Ffirdd Fawr 16/04/2001

85655 UKC7707 40 Rowland Rees, Brysgaga Rowland Rees, Brysgaga

88414 uk706904-/0000/ Dylan Wynne,tyn-y-wern,Bryneglwys

85860 UK CG 0506 00091 Carberry,new inn,llandeilo

88586 UK M4634 00094 Williams, Dolau Gwyn,Tywyn

86622 UK4989-00112 JYS X14 Ysguboriau Ysguboriau 25/05/1995

86107 704604 300313 Gwenfair Jones, Hafod-yr-esgob, Bala Conwy Valley meats

86108 704618 100472 Conwy Valley meats

86109 704262 100131 Robert J Evans, Gwern Caernyddion Conwy Valley meats

86110 704459 600278 Huw Roberts, Godre'r Graig, Tywyn Conwy Valley meats

86111 706413 500307 JP Owen, Tai Pella, Abergele Conwy Valley meats

86112 704515 100091 Conwy Valley meats

86113 704515 200092 Conwy Valley meats

86114 709297 400026 Conwy Valley meats

86115 704618 400489 Conwy Valley meats

86116 704604 600309 Gwenfair Jones, Hafod-yr-esgob, Bala Conwy Valley meats

86117 704604 100318 Conwy Valley meats

86118 704618 400468 Conwy Valley meats

86119 704262 700137 Robert J Evans, Gwern Caernyddion Conwy Valley meats

86121 700925 200171 Conwy Valley meats

86122 704459 600285 Huw Roberts, Godre'r Graig, Tywyn Conwy Valley meats

86123 704097 600198 TP & GM Farnell, Bryn Dyfnydog, Conwy Valley meats

86124 704604 500322 Gwenfair Jones, Hafod-yr-esgob, Bala Conwy Valley meats

86125 704603 700203 A & RC Williams, Penter, Cwmtirmynach Conwy Valley meats

86126 704766 100152 Conwy Valley meats

86127 704642 500216 Huw Pierce Roberts, Gyrn, Bala Conwy Valley meats

86128 704097 500197 Farnell Conwy Valley meats

86129 704396 500018 Conwy Valley meats

86130 702178 100289 Messers Jones, Talymigredd, Caenarfon Conwy Valley meats

86131 704191 700325 Conwy Valley meats

86132 706304 300381 Conwy Valley meats

86133 704603 400207 A & RC Williams, Penter, Cwmtirmynach Conwy Valley meats

86134 704766 200153 Conwy Valley meats

86120 710081 700015 Conwy Valley meats

87162 ENZO (A) 11/12/2008

87163 ENZO (B) 12/12/2008

87164 ENZO (C) 19/12/2008

87165 ENZO (D) 19/12/2008

87166 ENZO (E) 19/12/2008

87167 ENZO (F) 19/12/2008

87168 ENZO (G) 29/12/2008

87169 ENZO (H) 29/12/2008

87170 ENZO (I) 29/12/2008

87171 ENZO (J) 29/12/2008

87172 ENZO (K) 29/12/2008

87173 ENZO (L) 29/12/2008  
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Appendix I 
 
Red Poll Cattle samples provided to the project 

 
LIMS Herd ID Cattle No. Date of collection Farm collected from Pure breed or cross breed

107999 UKSL0224 177 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107997 UKSL0224 196 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107998 UKSL0224 323 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107995 UKSL0224 324 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

108000 UKSL0224 331 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107973 UK221957 100003 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107979 UK221957 700015 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107980 UK221957 400019 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107972 UK221957 700022 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107976 UK221957 300060 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107983 UK221957 100065 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107988 UK221957 200066 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107974 UK221957 500104 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107989 UK221957 400159 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107992 UK221957 100170 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107985 UK221957 300200 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107993 UK221957 700211 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107984 UK221957 500216 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107987 UK221957 100268 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Re-tagged red poll

107977 UK221957 100485 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107978 UK221957 700498 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

108001 UKSL0224 152 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 75% pure Red Poll, 25% pure Angus

107994 UKSL0224 223 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 75% pure Red Poll, 25% pure Angus

107996 UKSL0224 344 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 75% pure Red Poll, 25% Charolais X Friesian

107991 UK221957 200031 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 87.5% pure Red Poll, 12.5% pure Angu

107986 UK221957 700064 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 75%pure Red Poll, 12.5% pure Angus, 12.5% Pure Limousin

107990 UK221957 600154 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 75% pure Red Poll, 12.5% pure Angus, 12.5%  Murray Grey/Jersey

107971 UK192257 500195 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 62.5% pure Red Poll, 12.5% pure Angus, 25% Lincoln Red BCL P91

UK221957 600196 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 87.5% pure Red Poll, 12.5% pure Angus

107981 UK221957 100338 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 87.5% pure Red Poll, 12.5% pure Limousin

107975 UK221957 700400 30/03/2009 Botany Farm 50% pure Red Poll, 50% Charolais X Friesian

107982 UK221957 700218 30/03/2009 Botany Farm Pure Red Poll

107767 UK221999 300193

107768 UK221999 600210

107769 UK221999 100022

107770 UK221999 500125

107771 UK221999 600091

107772 UK221999 100114

107773 UK221999 300039

107774 SM1231 50

107775 UK221999 700148

107776 UKSM1231 53

107777 SM1231 495

107778 UK221999 400145

107779 UK221999 500041

107780 UK221999 600154

107781 UK221999 600224

107782 SM1231 497

107783 UK221999 200031

107784 UK221999 400173

107785 UK221999 500118

107786 UK221999 150093

107787 UK221789 700001  
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Appendix I 
 
Welsh Pig samples provided to the project 

 
LIMS # Client ref # Date sample collected Farm collected from Additional info

85277 EER8 (01) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85278 EER10 (02) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85279 ETH1316 (03) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85280 ETH1314 (04) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85281 ETH1346 (05) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85282 ETH1347 (06) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85283 ETH1342 (07) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85284 ETH1343 (08) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85285 WF96 (09) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair Braemor Emperor x Burhope Daffodil

85286 WF97 (10) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair Braemor Emperor x Burhope Daffodil

85287 WF99 (11) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair Braemor Emperor x Burhope Daffodil

85288 WF98 (12) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair Braemor Emperor x Burhope Daffodil

85289 DXE103 (13) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85290 DXE101 (14) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85291 DXE104 (15) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

85292 DXE102 (16) 01/12/2008 Welsh Winter Fair

86014 THM/169 (17) 17/12/2008 Lower Nex Farm Devauden NP16 6PN

86015 THM 506(18) 17/12/2008 Lower Nex Farm Devauden NP16 6PN

86016 19 17/12/2008 Lower Nex Farm Devauden NP16 6PN piglet from THM 506 and THM 169

86017 FFA/ 304(20) 17/12/2008 Lower Nex Farm Devauden NP16 6PN

86018 FFA/67 (21) 17/12/2008 Lower Nex Farm Devauden NP16 6PN

86019 THM 563 (22) 17/12/2008 Lower Nex Farm Devauden NP16 6PN

86020 THM 775 (23) 17/12/2008 Lower Nex Farm Devauden NP16 6PN

86021 UK MJ0114 90 Flora(24) 17/12/2008 Community farm cwmbran NP44 5AJ

86022 JAV 51 (sow) (25) 17/12/2008 Community farm cwmbran NP44 5AJ

86023 JAV 46 Boar(26) 17/12/2008 Community farm cwmbran NP44 5AJ

86024 Weaner 1(27) 17/12/2008 Community farm cwmbran NP44 5AJ 10 weeks of age

86025 Weaner 2 (28) 17/12/2008 Community farm cwmbran NP44 5AJ 10 weeks of age

88812 19B 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88813 P2M 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88814 4 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88815 3 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88816 1 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88817 G2 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88818 P1M 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88819 2 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88820 G1 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88821 P3M 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88822 9SOW 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life

88823 048SOW 27/01/2009 Welsh Museum of Life  
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Appendix II Validation samples used in the project 
 
a) Positive control DNA of known breed used in the internal validation. A 

subset were used for the external validation, including all breeds. 
 

Cattle Pigs

Breed Sample_ID Breed Sample_ID

Aberdeen Angus AA_1045 Berkshire BK_01F05

AA_1239 BK_01F07

AA_1349 BK_01F12

AA_2004 BK_01M23

AA_5603 BK_01M44

Aberdeen Angus cross AAX_13 British Saddleback BS_01F11

AAX_14 BS_01F28

AAX_15 BS_01F39

AAX_16 BS_01M27

AAX_17 BS_01M30

AAX_18 Duroc DU_02M32

AAX_19 DU_02M34

AAX_20 DU_02M54

AAX_21 DU_03F15

AAX_22 DU_03M44

AAX_23 Gloucester Old Spot GO_01F07

AAX_24 GO_01F16

Charolais CH_1026 GO_01M37

CH_1027 GO_01M46

CH_1030 GO_01M50

CH_1035 Hampshire HA_01M42

CH_1037 HA_01M48

Guernsey GU_2433 HA_01M51

GU_2434 HA_01M53

GU_2436 HA_01M55

GU_2437 Large Black LB_01F11

GU_2463 LB_01F14

Hereford HE_2007 LB_01F32

HE_2008 LB_01F39

HE_2011 LB_01F49

HE_2012 Landrace LR_10M47

HE_2013 LR_11M31

Holstein-Friesian HF_026 LR_11M51

HF_067 LR_12M34

HF_075 Large White LW_88-0521

HF_093 LW_88-0833

HF_181 LW_92-9454

Jersey JE_2361 LW_93-4455

JE_2362 LW_93-4629

JE_2364 Mangalica MA_01F18

JE_2367 MA_01F19

JE_2368 MA_01F20

Limousin LIM_973 MA_01M32

LIM_976 MA_01M36

LIM_978 Meishan MS_88-0153

LIM_979 MS_88-0433

LIM_982 MS_88-0497

Red Poll RP_107768 MS_88-1104

RP_107774 MS_92-8530

RP_107777 Middle White MW_01F12

RP_107782 MW_01F13

RP_107787 MW_01F24

RP_107972 MW_01M20

RP_107978 MW_01M25

RP_107992 Pietrain PI_02F11

RP_107995 PI_02M42

RP_108001 PI_02M45

Welsh Black WBK_83430 PI_03F13

WBK_83434 PI_03M56

WBK_83777 Tamworth TA_01F31

WBK_83782 TA_01F33

WBK_85345 TA_01F41

WBK_85654 TA_01M12

WBK_86116 TA_01M21

WBK_87168 Wild Boar WB_1JT30-2

WBK_88788 WB_2JT30-3

WB_Roslin1

Welsh WP_85277

WP_85288

WP_86019

WP_86023

WP_88818  
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b) Market samples for testing (external validation - bovine) 
 
Lab No. Sample Number Breed Product Supplier

131 6/540/63 EXTRAS WELSH BLACK Welsh Blk Beef, MJ

153 JKD/05762 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS RCT - M&S, Talbot Green

120 JKD/05763 WELSH BLACK WELSH BLACK RCT Authentic curry, Hirwaun

130 JKD/05764 EXTRAS WELSH BLACK CURRY RCT- Authentic curry, Hirwaun

169 Q0306 EXTRAS A.ANGUS BLACK GOLD Scottish Aberdeen Black Gold Beef

165 Q0307 UNBRANDED UNBRANDED Extra Lean Braising Steak, Cardiff CC

154 Q0309 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS Cardiff CC (M&S)

155 Q0310 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS Cardiff CC (M&S)

170 Q0311 EXTRAS UNBRANDED British Beef 

62 RBC10/001 HEREFORD HEREFORD Waitrose

67 RBC10/002 ABERDEEN ANGUS A.ANGUS Waitrose

68 RBC10/003 EXTRAS WELSH BLACK CURRY Welsh Blk curry, Co-op

69 RBC10/004 UNBRANDED WELSH (NOT WELSH BLACK) Welsh Beef, Co-op

70 RBC10/005 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS Co-op

75 RBC10/006 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS Phillip warren

81 RBC10/007   (1) HEREFORD HEREFORD Watkins

82 RBC10/008   (2) HEREFORD HEREFORD Watkins

83 RBC10/009   (3) HEREFORD HEREFORD Watkins

84 RBC10/010 UNBRANDED WELSH BLACK Welsh Blk Beef, "

85 RBC10/011 UNBRANDED WELSH (NOT WELSH BLACK) Welsh Beef, Tumble

91 RBC10/012 EXTRAS WELSH BLACK SAUS Welsh Blk saus, Tumble

92 RBC10/013 HEREFORD - TRAD HEREFORD Llandinabo Shop (TBMM cert)

102 RBC10/014 EXTRAS RED POLL BURGERS Red Poll burgers, Sandringham foods

103 RBC10/015 RED POLL RED POLL Sandringham foods

109 RBC10/016 RED POLL RED POLL Sandringham foods

114 RBC10/017 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS Laverstoke Park

115 RBC10/018 EXTRAS A.ANGUS BURGERS Angus burgers, Laverstoke Park

116 RBC10/019 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS Waitrose

117 RBC10/020 HEREFORD HEREFORD Waitrose

118 RBC10/021 RED POLL RED POLL Andrew - Weetons

184 RBC10/023 WELSH BLACK WELSH BLACK Cig Callon - Enzo

159 RBC10/024 UNBRANDED UNBRANDED Scotch Beef Skirt, Sainsburys

160 RBC10/025 UNBRANDED UNBRANDED West Country Beef skirt, Sainsburys

161 RBC10/026 UNBRANDED UNBRANDED British Beef Stewing Steak, Sainsburys

162 RBC10/027 UNBRANDED DEXTER Dexter Beef Sirloin, DW Wall, Ludlow

163 RBC10/028 UNBRANDED UNBRANDED Braising Steak, WM Perry Butchers

149 RBC10/029 HEREFORD -PURE (P) HEREFORD Happy Herefords

150 RBC10/030 HEREFORD -PURE (P) HEREFORD Happy Herefords

151 RBC10/031 HEREFORD -PURE (P) HEREFORD Happy Herefords

152 RBC10/032 HEREFORD -PURE (P) HEREFORD Happy Herefords (Not TBMM cert)

158 RBC10/033 HEREFORD HEREFORD Happy Herefords (Not TBMM cert)

156 RBC10/034 HEREFORD HEREFORD Happy Herefords

157 RBC10/035 HEREFORD HEREFORD Happy Herefords 

166 RBC10/036 EXTRAS HEREFORD Hereford (Cross)(Happy Herefords)

167 RBC/10/037 EXTRAS HEREFORD Hereford (Cross)(Happy Herefords)

164 RBC10/038 UNBRANDED UNBRANDED Braising Steak, Joseph Morris, Wigston

168 RBC10/039 EXTRAS A.ANGUS MINCE A.Angus minced beef

171 RBC10/040 RED POLL RED POLL Huw Rolands

172 RBC10/041 WELSH BLACK WELSH BLACK Cig Mynydd Cymru

173 RBC10/042 HEREFORD - TRAD HEREFORD Pat Holloway

174 RBC10/043 HEREFORD - TRAD HEREFORD Keith Siddorn

175 RBC10/044 HEREFORD - TRAD HEREFORD Keith Siddorn

176 RBC10/045 HEREFORD -PURE (P) HEREFORD Andrew - Marshcourt

177 RBC10/046 WELSH BLACK WELSH BLACK John James-Tyllwyd

178 RBC10/047 WELSH BLACK WELSH BLACK John James-Tyllwyd

179 RBC10/048 EXTRAS UNBRANDED British Beef Mince, Tesco, Carms

180 RBC10/049 EXTRAS UNBRANDED British Beef Mince, Tesco, Carms

181 RBC10/050 EXTRAS UNBRANDED Beef Mince, Glyn Edwards

182 RBC10/051 EXTRAS UNBRANDED Chuck Steak, Glyn Edwards

214 RBC10/052 HEREFORD - TRAD HEREFORD David Fenton

183 RBC10/053 HEREFORD HEREFORD Monmouth TS

215 RBC10/054 RED POLL RED POLL James Wells-Red Poll Meats

216 RBC10/055 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS George Rickie,Olmeldrum

217 RBC10/056 EXTRAS A.ANGUS MINCE A.Angus mince BeefGeorge Rickie,Olmeldrum

218 RBC10/057 EXTRAS GALLOWAY Belted Galway, Carole Barr

219 RBC10/058 ABERDEEN ANGUS A. ANGUS Temple Farm Foods, Bridgewater
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c) Market samples for testing (external validation - porcine) 
 

Lab No. Sample Number Breed Product Supplier

1 RBP10/001 Hampshire HAMPSHIRE Waitrose

2 RBP10/002 Unbranded UNBRANDED Pork Strips, Co-op

3 RBP10/003 Tamworth TAMWORTH Phillip Warren

4 RBP10/004 Wild Boar WILD BOAR Carmarthen Butcher

14 RBP10/005 Extras WELSH PORK SAUS. Welsh Pork Saus, Tumble

15 RBP10/006 Extras WILD BOAR BURGERS Wild Boar burgers, Waitrose

16 RBP10/007 Berkshire BERKSHIRE Waitrose

21 RBP10/008 Welsh WELSH DW Wall

31 RBP10/009 Extras PORK CHIPOLATAS Pork Chipolatas, Laverstoke Park

32 RBP10/010 Middle White MIDDLE WHITE Laverstoke Park

42 RBP10/011 Extras GOS BACON GOS Bacon

43 RBP10/012 Extras HAMPSHIRE LARDONS Hamphire Dry Cure lardons

44 RBP10/013 Tamworth TAMWORTH Boyton Farms

50 RBP10/014 Tamworth TAMWORTH Boyton Farms

55 RBP10/015 Extras TAMWORTH Boyton Farms, Tamworth

56 RBP10/016 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Crazy Bear Farm Shop

134 RBP10/027 British Saddleback BRITISH SADDLEBACK Sumbler Bros, Wilts

135 RBP10/017 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Crazy Bear Farm Shop

136 RBP10/018 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Crazy Bear Farm Shop

137 RBP10/019 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Crazy Bear Farm Shop

138 RPB10/27A Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Monica Brown

139 RPB10/029 Wild Boar WILD BOAR Michael Wood, Leicester

140 RBP10/026 Wild Boar WILD BOAR Coakley green Fishmongers, Swansea Market

141 RBP10/025 Unbranded UNBRANDED Pork Loin Steak, Andrew Francis, Ludlow

142 RBP10/024 Unbranded UNBRANDED Pork Loin Steak, Eccleshall, Staff

143 RBP10/022 Unbranded UNBRANDED British Pork Chops, Sainsburys

144 RBP10/021 Unbranded UNBRANDED Danish Pork Loin Steaks, Sainsbury's

145 RBP10/020 Unbranded UNBRANDED Dutch Boneless Pork Steaks

146 RBP10/028 Unbranded UNBRANDED Pork Chops (J. Morris, Wigston)

147 Q0308 Unbranded UNBRANDED Pork Steaks (Cardiff CC

148 RBP10/023 Extras PORK SAUS. Pork Sausages, DW Wall, Ludlow

185 RBP10/031 British Saddleback BRITISH SADDLEBACK Elizabeth Smith

186 RBP10/032 Wild Boar WILD BOAR Laverstoke Park

187 RBP10/033 Extras PORK SAUS. Pork Sausages,Glyn Evans

188 RBP10/034 Unbranded UNBRANDED Pork Hock, Glyn Edwards

189 RBP10/035 Welsh WELSH Panorama Pedigree

190 RBP10/036 Hampshire HAMPSHIRE Sue Hutson

191 RBP10/037 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT David Haighton-Muckleton meats

192 RBP10/038 Extras OXFORD SANDY & BLACK Oxford sandy black-Monmouth TS

193 RBP10/039 Middle White MIDDLE WHITE Richard Vaughn- Huntsham Court Farm

194 RBP10/040 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Sharon Barnfield

195 RBP10/041 Berkshire BERKSHIRE Marcus Bates

196 RBP10/042 Berkshire BERKSHIRE Marcus Bates

197 RBP10/043 Berkshire BERKSHIRE Marcus Bates

198 RBP10/044 Berkshire BERKSHIRE Marcus Bates

199 RBP10/045 Extras BERKSHIRE Berkshire-Marcus Bates

200 RBP10/046 Unbranded BRITISH LOP CROSS British Lop/Cross-Carole Barr

201 RBP10/047 Middle White MIDDLE WHITE Emmas pigs

202 RBP10/048 Welsh WELSH Stevie Wake

203 RBP10/049 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Temple Farm Fodds, Bridgewater

204 RBP10/050 Gloucester Old Spot GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Moonbeams Land, Wellington

205 RBP10/051 Welsh WELSH Peter Hopkin

206 RBP10/052 Hampshire HAMPSHIRE Spencer Fielding

207 RBP10/053 Hampshire HAMPSHIRE Spencer Fielding

208 RBP10/054 Hampshire HAMPSHIRE Spencer Fielding

209 RBP10/055 Extras HAMPSHIRE Hampshire, Spencer Fielding

210 RBP10/056 Extras HAMPSHIRE Hampshire, Spencer Fielding

211 RBP10/057 British Saddleback BRITISH SADDLEBACK Danielle Glavin

212 RBP10/058 Large Black LARGE BLACK South Yeo Farm

213 RBP10/059 Welsh WELSH Ken Austin
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Appendix III 
 
Example of analytical approach used to select SNP markers ion the basis of their 
ability to differentiate breeds.  The following example demonstrates the process 
employed on the cattle dataset to produce a set of 500 top SNPs for all breeds and a 
set of 500 SNPs to optimally differentiate Aberdeen Angus.  An identical process was 
used with each target breed in both cattle and pigs. 
 
Two different measure of genetic diversity were calculated, FST and Delta.  Based on 
comparisons of assignment power and consistency of marker ranks, Delta was 
selected for use in SNP selection. 
 
DELTA: 

 
Marker informativeness is determined by delta δ – a measure of marker information 
that reflects cumulative allele frequency differences, and, therefore, efficiency in 
statistically separating populations.  

 
where fiA and fiB are the frequencies of the ith allele in the two groups, A and B, being 

compared at a locus. The estimate of δ for each marker was calculated as the 
absolute value of all n allelic frequency differences between two populations divided 
by 2.  
 
It is straightforward to find 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1. δ is zero when the marker locus in two 
populations contains exactly the same distribution of allele frequencies. The larger 
the value of δ, the more informative the marker is for differentiating two populations. 
The vast majority of markers will have low δ values. δ > 0.5 is considered a large 
frequency differential (Shriver et al., 1997). 
 
 
Subscript: for a biallelic marker the frequency differential is equal to px – py (which is 
equal to qx – qy) where px and py are the frequencies of one allele in populations X 
and Y. 
 
Here WE have divided by 2, as per the formula above. So the maximum value of δ is 
0.5 which essentially equates to 1. Thus according to Shriver et al (1997) δ > 0.25 is 
considered large. 
 
References- 
 
Shriver et al. 1997, Ethnic-affiliation estimation by use of populations-specific DNA 
markers. Am J Hum Genet 60: 957-964. 
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SCRIPT: 

 
A script to estimate δ was written and executed in R. 
 
# DELTA genetic measure: pairwise population comparison of allelic frequencies 
# data set: columns = inds/pops; rows = markers 
 
delta<-function(x) { 
 
col.pairs.diff <- function(x){ 
 
  npairs  <- choose(ncol(x),2) 
  results <- matrix( NA, nc=npairs, nr=nrow(x) ) 
  cnames  <- rep(NA, npairs) 
  if(is.null(colnames(x))) colnames(x) <- paste("col", 1:ncol(x), sep="")    
  k <- 1 
  for(i in 1:ncol(x)){ 
    for(j in 1:ncol(x)){ 
      if(j <= i) next; 
      results[ ,k] <- x[ ,i] - x[ ,j] 
      cnames[k]    <- paste(colnames(x)[ c(i, j) ], collapse=".vs.") 
      k <- k + 1 
    } 
  }    
  colnames(results) <- cnames 
  rownames(results) <- rownames(x) 
  return(results) 
}  
 
absx <- abs(col.pairs.diff(x)) 
delta <- absx/2 
delta.x <- rowSums(absx) * 1/ncol(delta) 
 
invisible(list(delta=delta,divisor=ncol(absx), 
ave.delta=delta.x)) 
} 
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ESTIMATION: 
 
ALL BREEDS 
 
11 breeds gives 55 breed-pairwise comparisons.  
 
Estimation of δ returns a 55,313 x 55 matrix giving total of 3,042,215 values.  
Mean delta = 0.0787557 
Range delta = 0.0 0.5 
This has a frequency distribution of: 
 

 
 
 
Then, δ values were averaged across the 55 pairwise comparisons to obtain a δ 
value for each SNP. 
 
Frequency distribution of delta value for each SNP - 

 
 
Mean δ/SNP = 0.1583781 
Values of δ/SNP range = 0.0000000 0.4318189 
 
δ value for each SNP ranked and saved as: all_breeds_ave_delta_snps.txt 
 
 
For each of the 55 breed-pairwise comparisons the SNPs were ranked by delta 
value. The top 500 rows of the matrix, which corresponds to the highest delta values 
for each of the 55 breed-pairwise comparisons, were selected giving a matrix 500 x 
55 matrix => 27,500 values 
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We then investigated how many SNPs occurred in more than column. In other words, 
of those SNPs with high delta values, identified those SNPs that can potentially 
discriminate two or more breeds.  
 
Of these 27,500 values: 
  
Occurrence Observations Cumulative (ascending) 
2  2332  6339 
3  1388  4007 
4  947  2619 
5  604  1672 
6  416  1068 
7  267  652 
8  179  385 
9  103  206 
10  43  103 
11  20  60 
12  10  40 
13  11  30 
14  7  19 
15  5  12 
16  2  7 
17  0  5 
18  1  5 
19  2   4 
20  2  2 
 
A list of the 6339 SNPs saved as all_breeds_paired_informative_snps.txt 
 
Next, we took these 6339 SNPs that appeared more than once in the pairwise-
comparison and compared against the top 500 δ/SNP to determine which SNPs 
occurred in both data sets (dataset : all_breeds_informative_and_top_aves.txt)   
 

 Total (or all) of 500 SNPs had high average delta values and appeared in 
more than one pairwise-comparison. Saved as 
all_breeds_informative_and_top_aves_results.txt 

 
Next we focused on three target breeds and marker informativeness with respect to 
the other breeds. 
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I: Aberdeen Angus 
 
δ values were averaged across the 10 pairwise comparisons to obtain a δ value for 
each SNP. 

 
Mean δ/SNP  = 0.07284605 
Values of δ/SNP range = 0.0000000 0.3058076 
 
δ value for each SNP ranked and saved as: Aberdeen_angus_ave_delta_snps.txt 
 
For each of the 10 breed-pairwise comparisons the SNPs were ranked by delta 
value. The 500 SNPs with highest delta values for each of the 10 breed-pairwise 
comparisons were selected giving a matrix of 500 x 10 (total of 5,000 values). 
 
Then investigated how many SNPs occurred in more than column. In other words, of 
those SNPs with high delta values, identified those SNPs that can separate 
Aberdeen Angus from two or more other breeds.  
 
Of these 5,000 values:  
Occurrence Observations Cumulative (ascending) 
2  499  796 
3  176  297 
4  73  121 
5  31  48 
6  9  17 
7  6  8 
8  1  2 
9  1  1 
 
This gives a total of 796 SNPs. Saved as 
Aberdeen_angus_paired_informative_snps.txt 
 
Next, we took these 796 SNPs that appeared more than once in the pairwise-
comparison and compared against the top 500 δ/SNP (for Aberdeen Angus) to 
determine which SNPs occurred in both data sets   
 

 Total of 313 SNPs had high average delta values and appeared in more than 
one pairwise-comparison. Saved as 
Aberdeen_angus_informative_snps_and_ave_results.txt 
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Appendix IV – Porcine SOP 
 

 
 

FOOD STANDARDS AGENCY 
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE (SOP) 1 

Draft 5 – March 2011 
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE GENETIC IDENTIFICATION OF TRADITIONAL 
BREEDS OF PIG USING DNA SNP MARKERS 

 
 
 
 
 

Prepared by Rob Ogden, of Gen-Probe Life Sciences,  
on the 31st March 2011 
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1. HISTORY / BACKGROUND 

The production and sale of meat from traditional cattle and pig breeds in the United 
Kingdom represents a niche premium market that relies on the strength of the traditional 
breed brand to achieve higher market value.  There is a financial incentive to unscrupulous 
meat producers and retailers to substitute meat from other cheaper breeds, thereby 
defrauding the consumer and competing unfairly against genuine traditional meat 
producers.  There is a need for the UK authorities to be able to authenticate the breed of 
origin of meat labelled by breed, in order to deter mislabelling and potentially prosecute 
deliberate fraudsters.   
Animals, their parts and derivatives can be identified using molecular genetic markers 
termed Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs).  The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
described here is the result of an FSA project (no. Q01130) to develop a set of SNP 
genotyping assays capable of identifying cattle and pig meats sold by breed. 
 

2. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this SOP is to provide a cattle and pig breed identification method to 
laboratory investigators that have the capacity to perform SNP genotyping assays.  
 

3. SCOPE 

This method is suitable for the qualitative identification of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) 
belonging to any of eleven cattle breeds, thirteen pig breeds and wild boar, as listed in 
Appendix 1.  The assay is designed to work with raw, boiled, fried, or baked meat as well as 
skin samples.  It is not suitable for the identification of complex meat products containing 
DNA from multiple breeds, or breeds not listed in Appendix I. 
 

4. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

DNA   Deoxyribonucleic acid 

FSA   UK Food Standards Agency 

PCR   Polymerase Chain Reaction 

SOP   Standard Operating Procedure 

UV   Ultraviolet 

 

5. PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD 

From a biological perspective, breed identification is equivalent to population assignment.  
Populations can be defined as groups of individuals that share greater genetic similarity with 
each other than they do with members of other populations.  DNA markers can be used to 
differentiate populations and assign unknown samples to their correct population of origin.  
By targeting these markers during genetic analysis, it is possible to identify the breed of an 
unknown meat sample.  The method presented here consists of three principal stages: i) 
DNA extraction, ii) SNP genotyping, iii) data analysis and breed assignment.  Briefly, DNA is 
extracted from unknown meat samples using standard laboratory protocols. A ‘SNP-chip’ 
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(genotyping array) is then employed to generate genotypes for 72 SNP markers. The 
resulting genotypes for the unknown sample are combined to form a profile and this is 
submitted for analysis against a reference data set of multiple breed genotypes.  The 
analysis assigns the unknown sample to the most likely breed and generates a probability of 
belonging to that breed relative to the claimed breed. 
It is assumed that the person performing this SOP is familiar with standard genetic analysis 
techniques and molecular laboratory practice. 

6. MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 
N.B. Batch numbers of kits used must be recorded 
 
6.1 Water 

General use:  Distilled or de-ionised water 
PCR procedures:  Sterile, DNase-, RNase- and Protease-free water  

e.g. Fisher Scientific DNA free water, product code:BPE2470-1 
 

6.2 Solutions, standards and reference materials 

 
1. Reference DNA: 

Positive control reference DNA for cattle and pig breeds (one of each) 
 

6.3 Commercial kits 

DNA Extraction 
The method has been validated using the ‘DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit’ supplied by Qiagen 
(Product code 69504).  DNA extraction kits from other suppliers must be shown to be 
appropriate before use. 
Illumina genotyping 
 
Custom Bead-Express bovine-porcine genotyping SNP chips.  This product is custom made by 
Illumina with a minimum order size of 480 samples.  The order template, including 
sequences for each SNP on the assay, is in the accompanying file, ‘Illumina Vercode template 
order.csv’ 
6.4 Plasticware 

It is essential that all plasticware is sterile before use 
 
Item Detail Supplier Product code 

1 1.5ml tubes flat cap style Starlab S1605 
2 200 μl PCR tubes single, strip or 96-well  Starlab B1402 
3 Pipette tips (filtered) 10, 20 and 200 μl Starlab S1120 
 
6.5 Equipment 

The following items of equipment are required to undertake the analysis.  With the 
exception of item 5 (Illumina BeadExpress), alternative suppliers/models are available for 
each item.  These must be shown to be appropriate before use. 
Optional items are referenced in the procedures and should be included in the SOP 
whenever possible.   
Item Detail Example supplier Product code 
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1 Precision pipettes delivery of 1-200 μl Starlab G8900 
2 Benchtop vortex  Labnet VX-100 
3 Micro centrifuge to hold 1.5 ml tubes Eppendorf 5452 
4 Thermal mixer to hold 1.5 ml tubes Eppendorf 5355 
5 Genotyping platform BeadExpress Illumina  
6 DNA Quantifier Accurate to +/- 1 ng Nanodrop ND1000 
 
Optional 

   

7 Laminar flow hood  PCR Workstation Gelman  
     
6.6 Other materials 

Disposable plastic gloves, sterile dissection equipment 
 
6.7 Electronic Files / Computer Software 

The following electronic files and computer software are required as part of the method: 
 

a) Microsoft excel (version 2003 or later) 
b) GENECLASS2 population genetic software 
c) Excel file: Data conversion.xlsm (N.B. this requires macros to be enabled) 
d) Excel file: Porcine Analysis.xlsx 
e) Excel file: Bovine Analysis.xlsx 
f) Excel file: Illumina Vercode template order.csv 

 

7. PROCEDURES 

It is essential to wear disposable plastic gloves during all procedures and to use pipette tips 
that are sterile and fitted with filters. 
 
7.1 Sample Preparation 
 
All samples should be stored frozen at -20oC until processed.  Samples can be stored frozen 
indefinitely.  Prior to processing, thaw samples at room temperature.   
 
The external surfaces of samples submitted for analysis may have been affected through 
preservation treatments or bacterial breakdown.  Where possible, obtain subsamples for 
DNA extraction from the least degraded area of tissue in order to minimize contaminant 
DNA and DNA degradation.  This will typically mean removing outer layers of tissue in 
contact with the environment before taking a subsample.  Use sterile dissection equipment 
where appropriate. 
 
7.2 DNA Extraction 
 
Materials: 
The extraction should be carried out with the Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit, following 
the manufacturer’s protocol. 
 
Procedure: 
1. Cut up approx. 25 mg tissue into small pieces and place into a 1.5 ml tube. 
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2. Include an empty 1.5 ml tube as an extraction control.  This is treated following the 
same procedure and carried through to the PCR stage (7.3). 

3. Add 180 μl Buffer ATL (tissue lyser). 
4. Add 20 μl proteinase K and vortex for 15 seconds. 
5. Incubate in a thermal mixer at 56°C for 2 hours. 
6. Vortex for 15 seconds. 
7. Add 200 μl Buffer AL (cell lyser) to the sample and vortex for 15 seconds. 
8. Add 200 μl 100% ethanol and vortex for 15 seconds. 
9. Pipette the mixture into a DNeasy Mini spin column placed in a 2 ml collection tube. 
10. Centrifuge at 8000 x g for 1 minute 
11. Discard the eluate and replace the collection tube. 
12. Add 500 μl Buffer AW1 (wash 1). 
13. Centrifuge at 8000 x g for 1 minute 
14. Discard the eluate and replace the collection tube. 
15. Add 500 μl Buffer AW2 (wash 2). 
16. Centrifuge at 13,000 x g for 3 minutes 
17. Discard the eluate and collection tube.  Place the spin column in a 1.5 ml tube. 
18. Pipette 100 μl Buffer AE (elution) directly onto the spin column membrane. 
19. Incubate at room temperature for 1 minute 
20. Centrifuge at 8000 rpm for 1 minute to elute DNA. 
21. Discard the spin column, close the tube and store the eluate containing DNA at 4oC for 

up to one week or in a freezer (-20oC) long term. 
22.  DNA extract quantification.  Extracted DNA must be quantified to assess the extraction 

process and enable normalisation of DNA concentration.  DNA should be diluted to 
50ng / μl using DNA-free water. 

 
The DNA samples should now be prepared for delivery to an Illumina BeadXpress service 
provider, by aliquoting 20 μl of the 50ng/ul DNA into 200 μl PCR tubes. 
 
Controls: 
See section 7.6 for a list of sample controls to include with the test samples sent to the 
service provider. 
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7.3 SNP Genotyping 
 
Materials: 
Illumina Veracode custom assay (as per file: Illumina Vercode template order.xlsx 
Illumina BeadExpress platform and associated equipment 
 
DNA from test samples: 20 μl volume of 50ng/μl  
 
Procedure: 
The procedure should follow the standard protocol described in the ‘Illumina GoldenGate 
Genotyping Assay for Veracode Manual Protocol’ (Appendix  II) 
 
Output requirements:  
Sample data should be provided in the form of a final DNA report with the following report 
criteria: 
 
Zeroed SNPs   included 
Excluded samples  retained 
Replicate samples  report separately 
Data format   matrix 
GC score   removed 
File type   tab delimited 
 
The final data report should be saved as a standard text file, named ‘FinalReportData.txt’. 
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7.4 Data analysis 
 
ANALYSIS SECTION A 
 
Conversion of Illumina output files 
 
The data received from the Illumina service provider will include a file named 
‘FinalReportData.txt’.  This file contains the DNA profiles for each sample tested.  The DNA 
profiles will consist of a string of 192 SNPs (96 bovine and 96 porcine).  Only 96 of these 
SNPs will be relevant to the analysis, depending on the product under test. 
 
The first stage of the data analysis involves extracting the necessary information from the 
Illumina file and converting it into a format suitable for downstream analysis.  The required 
format is known as ‘GenePop’ format. 
 
File conversion should be undertaken as follows: 
 
1. Open the excel file named ‘Data conversion.xlsm’  
2. Save a copy of the file with a sample specific name.  Continue to use this file. 
3. On the ‘Import data’ worksheet place the cursor in cell A1, then select ‘Data’ from the 

toolbar, then ‘Import Text file’.  Select the Illumina output file, ‘FinalReportData.txt’ 
4. In the dialogue box, select the ‘Delimited’ box, then click ‘Next’ 
5. Select ‘tab’ as the only ‘Delimiter’ 
6. Select ‘none’ from the ‘text qualifier’ drop down, then click ‘Next’ 
7. Click ‘Finish’, then Click ‘OK’ on the next box. 

8. Highlight the first nine rows and delete them. 
9. Highlight all of the data, select ‘Copy’, Click onto the ‘Transpose sheet’ of the excel 

workbook, select ‘Paste Special’, ‘Transpose’, ‘OK’. 
 
The data should now appear in horizontal rows, with each row representing a sample 
(Figure 1).  The header row lists the names of the SNPs 
 

10. Remove the 96 SNPs that relate to the species (cow or pig) that is NOT being tested: 
a. If the test sample is beef, run the bovine macro (Press Ctl+b) 
b. If the test sample is pork, run the porcine macro (Press Ctl+p) 

 
11. Porcine test: locate and highlight the column with SNP ‘DIAS0000661’ (Column C?).  

Press ‘Control + F’ on the keyboard to bring up the ‘Find/Replace’ dialogue box.  Find 
‘CC’ - Replace with ‘AA’; Find CG – Replace with AG. 
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12. Highlight the SNP genotype data (i.e. the cells with the two-letter codes).  Press ‘Control 
+ F’ on the keyboard to bring up the ‘Find/Replace’ dialogue box.  Perform the following 
Find/Replace commands: 

Find  Replace 
AA  ‘0101 
AC  ‘0102 
AG  ‘0102 
AT  ‘0102 
CC  ‘0202 
GG  ‘0202 
TT  ‘0202 

    --  ‘0000 
 
13. Select each sample name cell, one at a time, and add a comma (,) to the end of each 

sample name. 
14. Select all of the rows containing sample data and press ‘Copy’ 
15. Select either the ‘Porcine’ or ‘Bovine’ worksheet, as appropriate, place the cursor in cell 

A99 and press ‘Paste’. 
16. Save the excel file. 
17. Save the worksheet as a Tab delimited text file: 

a. Select ‘Save as’ 
b. Select ‘Text (tab delimited)’ from the file type drop down 
c. Name the file according to the samples within in. Click ‘Save’ 
d. Click ‘OK’ to accept only one worksheet to be saved 
e. Click ‘Yes’ to accept format 

18. Close the excel file, select ‘No’ to saving changes when prompted 
19. Open the text file and check that the format agrees with Figure 2 
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Sample names 2-letter genotype SNP names  
 
Figure 1 Screenshot of the ‘Transpose sheet’ from the Data Conversion excel file, 

showing the data for two samples.  The header row lists the SNPs on the 
assay, the first column list the samples.  The DNA results for each sample 
consist of a two-leter code for each SNP.  (‘--‘ signifies that the assay has 
failed for a sample at that SNP).  

 
 
 

Column of SNP names

Sample names 4-digit genotype code  
 
Figure 2 Screenshot of an example text file for two porcine samples, showing the 

bottom of the SNP list and sample names in the first column and the 4-digit 
genotype code in rows for each sample. 
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ANALYSIS SECTION B 
 
GeneClass software 
 
In order to perform the statistical assignment of the test sample to a breed it is necessary to 
use the population genetic software package, GENECLASS2.   
 
GENECLASS2 is available to download for free from: http://www.ensam.inra.fr/URLB/. 
 
1. Download the set-up file from the webpage (normally the English Windows version) 
2. Install the program in an appropriate folder. 

 
The program is used to calculate the likelihoods associated with the test sample originating 
from each of the breeds in the reference data.  Both the reference data and the test sample 
data need to be inputted into the GENECLASS2 programme. 
 
3. Create two folders, one named ‘Geneclass input’, the other named ‘Geneclass output’. 
4. Copy the ‘porine_geneclass.txt’ and ‘bovine_geneclass.txt’ files that have been provided into the 

‘Geneclass input’ folder. 
5. Copy the test sample text file generated from the ANALYSIS SECTION A into the ‘Geneclass input’ 

folder. 
6. Copy the ‘Porcine Analysis.xlsx’ and ‘Bovine Analysis’ files that have been provided into the 

Geneclass output folder. 

 
7. Open the GENECLASS2 software by double-clicking on the programme icon.  By default, the 

programme will open on the ‘Parameters’ tab (top left of screen) 
8. Load the appropriate reference data (bovine or porcine) by clicking on the ‘Open’button to the 

right of the ‘Reference population’ bar.  Select either ‘porine_geneclass.txt’ or 
‘bovine_geneclass.txt’ from the Geneclass input folder you have created (Figure 3). 

9. Load the appropriate test sample by clicking on the ‘Open’button to the right of the ‘Sample to 
be assigned’ bar.  Select the test sample text file you saved within the Geneclass input folder you 
have created (Figure 3). 

10. Method.  Within the ‘Parameters’ tab, there are four tabs that relate to the method.  
a. Tab 1) ‘Computation goal’.  

i. Ensure that  the ‘Assign / exclude population as origin of individuals’ box is 
checked.   

ii. Ensure that the ‘Assign: Individuals’ box is checked 
iii. Ensure ‘Assignment threshold’ bar is set to 0.05 

b. Tab 2) ‘Criteria for Computation’. 
i. Ensure that  the ‘Bayesian method: Rannala & Mountain’ box is checked 

c. Tab 3) ‘Probability Computation’ 
i. Ensure that no boxes are checked 

d. Tab 4) ‘Locus selection’ 
i. Ensure that all boxes are checked 

11. Press the ‘Start’ bar at the bottom. 

 
The programme should only take a few seconds to run.  On completion, the screen will 
display the ‘Results’ tab (Figure 4).   There should be one line of data per sample with your 
sample file names on the left hand side.   
 
12. Examine the breed code listed under the Rank 1 column header.   

 
DECISION: 

http://www.ensam.inra.fr/URLB/
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If this breed code matches the breed of origin that is being claimed for the sample, the claim 
has been verified and the analysis is complete.  GO TO 7.5 - Interpretation. 
 
If this breed code differs from the breed of origin that is being claimed for the sample, 
subsequent statistical analysis needs to be undertaken.   Record the Rank 1 breed listed for the 
test sample and continue with this SOP (Part 13) 

 
 
13. In the ‘Results’ tab, click on ‘Export’ and save the file (as a .csv file type) to the Geneclass output 

folder you have created,using the test sample name as the file name, e.g. ‘test_sample.csv’ 
14. Return to the ‘Parameters’ tab.  The analysis needs to be re-run with a different method, as 

follows: 
a. Tab 1) ‘Computation goal’.  

i. Ensure that  the ‘Assign / exclude population as origin of individuals’ box is 
checked.   

ii. Ensure that the ‘Assign: Individuals’ box is checked 
iii. Ensure ‘Assignment threshold’ bar is set to 0.05 

b. Tab 2) ‘Criteria for Computation’. 
i. Ensure that  the ‘Bayesian method: Rannala & Mountain’ box is checked 

c. Tab 3) ‘Probability Computation’ 
i. Ensure that ‘Enable probability calculation’ box is checked 

ii. Ensure that ‘Paetkau et al 2004’ box is checked 
iii. Ensure that ‘No. Simulated individuals’ = 1000 and ‘type I error (alpha)’ = 0.01 

d. Tab 4) ‘Locus selection’ 
i. Ensure that all boxes are checked 

15. Press the ‘Start’ bar at the bottom. 
 

The programme will take a little longer (~15-20 seconds) to run.  On completion, the screen 
will display the ‘Results’ tab, slightly different to the previous one (Figure 5).   There should 
be a single line of data with your test sample file name on the left hand side.   
 
The first column of data (immediately to the right of the sample name) shows the 
probability associated with the most likely breed.   
 

DECISION: 
If this probability is less than 0.01, it indicates that the true breed from which the 
sample originated is not in the data base and therefore cannot be identified. GO TO 
7.5 - Interpretation. 
 
If this probability is greater than 0.01, then the analysis should proceed, following the 
SOP (Part 16).   
 

16. Close the GENECLASS2 programme.  Proceed to Analysis Section C 
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Main tabs
Method tabs

 
 
Figure 3 Screenshot of GENECLASS2 software opening page, showing reference and 

test file dialogue boxes, method tabs and analysis start button. 
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Results tab

Test sample name

Data export

Most likely breed (Rank 1)  
 
Figure 4 Screenshot of GENECLASS2 results page showing test sample number, 

mostly likely breed assignment and export function. 
 
 

Results tab

Test sample name Probability associated with most likely breed  
 
Figure 5 Screenshot of GENECLASS2 results page showing test sample number and 

the probability associated with the most likely breed (first data column).  If 
this probability is greater than 0.01, then the analysis should proceed.  If this 
probability is less than 0.01, it indicates that the true breed from which the 
sample originated is not in the data base and cannot be identified. 

 
 
 
ANALYSIS SECTION C 
 
Excel Spreadsheet Analysis 
 

1. Open a new excel spreadsheet. 
2. From the ‘Data’ tab, select ‘import from text file’ 
3. Select the sample file from the Geneclass output folder you created (e.g. test_sample.csv) 
4. In the dialogue box, select the ‘Delimited’ box, then click ‘Next’ 
5. Select ‘semicolon’ as the only ‘Delimiter’ 
6. Select ‘none’ from the ‘text qualifier’ drop down, then click ‘Next’ 
7. Click ‘Finish’, then Click ‘OK’ on the next box. 

 
The data should now be entered into the excel spreadsheet and look similar to the porcine 
example in Figure 6. 
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Sample name Most likely breed -ve log likelihood scores for each breed
 

 
Figure 6 Example of successfully imported GENECLASS2 data within excel.  The 

sample name, most likely breed and breed likelihood scores are highlighted. 
 

8. Save the excel file in the Geneclass output folder.  Keep the excel file open. 
9. Open the excel file named ‘Porcine Analysis’, or ‘Bovine Analysis’, as appropriate. 
10.  Save a copy of the relevant Analysis Sheet using the test sample name in the file name.  

Continue working with this copy.  Close the original copy 
 
This file contains three worksheets.  Do NOT make any changes to these worksheets, other 
than described in the following instructions. 
 

11. From the Geneclass output file created at (8), copy the value in the ‘-log(L)’ column that 
relates to the Rank 1 breed in Column B (for example, in Figure 6, this would be the ‘-log(L) 
value for the BK73 breed (= 16.098 in cell Q14). 

12. Paste this value into the corresponding cell in Column D on Sheet 1, Table A, of the Analysis 
sheet (Figure 7) 

13. From the Geneclass output file created at (8), copy the value of the ‘-log(L)’ column from the 
claimed breed (for example, in Figure 6, if the claimed breed was ‘Hampshire’ this would be 
the value of 60.626 in cell U14). 

14. Paste this value into the corresponding cell in Column I on Sheet 1, Table A of the Analysis 
sheet (Figure 7) 

15. Check: On the Analysis sheet, a value for the likelihood ratio should now appear in cell C20. 
16. The appropriate probability for the test sample originating from the breed identified in 

GENCLASS2, rather than the breed claimed, is provided in Table B.  The relevant probability 
should be copied from Table B and pasted (Paste special – Paste value) into the ‘Result’ box 
in cell G41.  For example, the probability for a sample that claimed to be from a Hampshire 
pig, but which GENECLASS2 analysis identified as a Berkshire pig, should be copied from cell 
C29 of Table B (Figure 8).  

17. Save the Analysis file. STOP. GO TO 7.5 - Interpretation 
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Table A

Breed identified in GeneClass2 (Rank 1) Code -Log(L) Claimed bred of origin Code -Log(L)

Berkshire BK73 16.098 Berkshire BK73

British Saddleback BS103 British Saddleback BS103

Duroc DU134 Duroc DU134

Gloucester Old Spot GLOS158 Gloucester Old Spot GLOS158

Hampshire HA188 Hampshire HA188 60.626

Large Black LB218 Large Black LB218

Landrace LR248 Landrace LR248

Large White LW282 Large White LW282

Mangalica MA308 Mangalica MA308

Meishan MS332 Meishan MS332

Middle White MW362 Middle White MW362

Pietrain PI383 Pietrain PI383

Tamworth TA413 Tamworth TA413

Wild Boar WB456 Wild Boar WB456

Welsh Welsh489 Welsh Welsh489  
 
Figure 7 Screenshot of Table A from Porcine Analysis sheet.  –log(L) values have been 

entered for the most likely breed (Berkshire, BK73) and for the claimed 
breed (Hampshire, HA188). 

 

Table B Probability table

BK73 BS103 DU134 GLOS158HA188 LB218 LR248 LW282 MA308 MS332 MW362PI383 TA413 WB456 Welsh
Berkshire x 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

British Saddleback 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Duroc 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Gloucester Old Spot 1 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Hampshire 1 1 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Large Black 1 0.9336 1 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Landrace 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Large White 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Mangalica 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1

Meishan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 1 1 0.9997 1

Middle White 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.9999 0 1 1 x 1 1 1 1

Pietrain 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.9929 0.9995 1 1 1 x 1 1 1

Tamworth 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 1

Wild Boar 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1

Welsh 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 x

Result P(belonging to identified breed, given the claimed breed) = 1

C
la

im
ed
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ed

Breed identified in GeneClass2 (Rank 1)

Probability for sample, cell C29

Probability result, cell G51  
 
Figure 8 Table B showing probabilities associated with breed assignment.  For a 

sample claimed to be from Hampshire pig but identified during analysis as 
being from Berkshire pig, the relevant probability is found in cell C29 at the 
intersection of these breeds.  The probability value of 1, indicated that it is a 
cetainty that the sample originated from a Berkshire pig, given the 
alternative hypothesis of a Hampshire pig. 

 Note that all other values in Table B are meaningless. 
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7.5  Interpretation 
 
The data relating to the test sample has now been processed.  There are three possible 
outcomes. 
 

1) The GENECLASS2 analysis identifies the claimed breed as the most likley source of the 
sample. 
In this event, the breed of origin has been verified. 
 

2) The GENECLASS2 analysis identifies an alternate breed as being most likely, but it’s 
associated probability in GENECLASS2 (Figure 5) is less than 0.01. 
In this event, the claimed breed can be excluded as the breed of origin, however no other 
breed can be identified as the true source of the sample. 
 

3) The GENECLASS2 analysis identifies an alternative breed (P>0.01).  The subsequent Excel 
spreadsheet analysis compared the relative likelihoods of the claimed breed and identified 
breed and calculated a probability. 
This probability is sample specific and takes into account the possibility of samples from each 
breed being mistakenly identified as originating from the other.   
 
Where the probability value is 1, this means that the distribution of genetic variation 
observed in the two breeds does not overlap for the DNA result observed in the test sample.  
It can be concluded that the sample must have come from the identified breed, rather than 
the claimed breed. 
 
Where the probability value is less than 1, this means that the distribution of genetic 
variation observed in the two breeds may overlap for the DNA result observed in the test 
sample.  The probability value indicates the level of certainty with which it can be concluded 
that the sample came from the identified breed, rather than the claimed breed. 
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7.6 Quality Assurance 
 
Extraction Control 
Included to check for extraction kit contamination.  Only negligible DNA should be detected 
during quantification (<2ng/ul). If significant levels of DNA are detected, sterilize all 
equipment and repeat DNA extractions.  
 
Negative SNP Assay Control 
Included to check for background laboratory contamination.  No SNP genotypes should be 
produced. 
 
Positive SNP Assay Control 
The profile generated from the positive control should match the control breed.  If a 
mismatch is detected, it is likely the SNP genotyping assays has not run correctly.   
 
Repeat SNP Assay Control 
One sample, or the positive control, should be run twice to ensure that the genotypes 
produced are identical among sample replicates 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I 
The list of breeds that can be identified using this SOP: 
 

Welsh/Landrace 

Gloucester Old Spot 

Berkshire 

Hampshire  

Large Black 

Large White  

Middle White 

British Saddleback 

Mangalica 

Tamworth 

Pietrain 

Duroc 
 
Wild boar 
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE GENETIC IDENTIFICATION OF TRADITIONAL 
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7. HISTORY / BACKGROUND 

The production and sale of meat from traditional cattle and pig breeds in the United 
Kingdom represents a niche premium market that relies on the strength of the traditional 
breed brand to achieve higher market value.  There is a financial incentive to unscrupulous 
meat producers and retailers to substitute meat from other cheaper breeds, thereby 
defrauding the consumer and competing unfairly against genuine traditional meat 
producers.  There is a need for the UK authorities to be able to authenticate the breed of 
origin of meat labelled by breed, in order to deter mislabelling and potentially prosecute 
deliberate fraudsters.   
Animals, their parts and derivatives can be identified using molecular genetic markers 
termed Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs).  The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
described here is the result of an FSA project (no. Q01130) to develop a set of SNP 
genotyping assays capable of identifying cattle and pig meats sold by breed. 
 

8. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this SOP is to provide a cattle breed identification method to laboratory 
investigators that have the capacity to perform SNP genotyping assays.  
 

9. SCOPE 

This method is suitable for the qualitative identification of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) 
belonging to Angus, Red Poll and Welsh Black cattle breeds.  The assay is designed to work 
with raw, boiled, fried, or baked meat as well as skin samples.  It is not suitable for the 
identification of complex meat products containing DNA from multiple breeds. 
 

10. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

DNA   Deoxyribonucleic acid 

FSA   UK Food Standards Agency 

PCR   Polymerase Chain Reaction 

SOP   Standard Operating Procedure 

UV   Ultraviolet 

 

11. PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD 

From a biological perspective, breed identification is equivalent to population assignment.  
Populations can be defined as groups of individuals that share greater genetic similarity with 
each other than they do with members of other populations.  DNA markers can be used to 
differentiate populations and assign unknown samples to their correct population of origin.  
By targeting these markers during genetic analysis, it is possible to identify the breed of an 
unknown meat sample.  The method presented here consists of three principal stages: i) 
DNA extraction, ii) SNP genotyping, iii) data analysis and breed assignment.  Briefly, DNA is 
extracted from unknown meat samples using standard laboratory protocols. A ‘SNP-chip’ 
(genotyping array) is then employed to generate genotypes for 96 SNP markers. The 
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resulting genotypes for the unknown sample are combined to form a profile and this is 
submitted for analysis against a reference data set of multiple breed genotypes.  The 
analysis assigns the unknown sample to the most likely breed and generates a probability of 
belonging to that breed relative to the claimed breed. 
It is assumed that the person performing this SOP is familiar with standard genetic analysis 
techniques and molecular laboratory practice. 

12. MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 
N.B. Batch numbers of kits used must be recorded 
 
12.1 Water 

General use:  Distilled or de-ionised water 
PCR procedures:  Sterile, DNase-, RNase- and Protease-free water  

e.g. Fisher Scientific DNA free water, product code:BPE2470-1 
 

12.2 Solutions, standards and reference materials 

 
1. Reference DNA: 

Positive control reference DNA for cattle breeds (one of each). 
 

12.3 Commercial kits 

DNA Extraction 
The method has been validated using the ‘DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit’ supplied by Qiagen 
(Product code 69504).  DNA extraction kits from other suppliers must be shown to be 
appropriate before use. 
Illumina genotyping 
 
Custom Bead-Express bovine-porcine genotyping SNP chips.  This product is custom made by 
Illumina with a minimum order size of 480 samples.  The order template, including 
sequences for each SNP on the assay, is in the accompanying file, ‘Illumina Vercode template 
order.csv’ 
12.4 Plasticware 

It is essential that all plasticware is sterile before use 
 
Item Detail Supplier Product code 

1 1.5ml tubes flat cap style Starlab S1605 
2 200 μl PCR tubes single, strip or 96-well  Starlab B1402 
3 Pipette tips (filtered) 10, 20 and 200 μl Starlab S1120 
 
12.5 Equipment 

The following items of equipment are required to undertake the analysis.  With the 
exception of item 5 (Illumina BeadExpress), alternative suppliers/models are available for 
each item.  These must be shown to be appropriate before use. 
Optional items are referenced in the procedures and should be included in the SOP 
whenever possible.   
Item Detail Example supplier Product code 

1 Precision pipettes delivery of 1-200 μl Starlab G8900 
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2 Benchtop vortex  Labnet VX-100 
3 Micro centrifuge to hold 1.5 ml tubes Eppendorf 5452 
4 Thermal mixer to hold 1.5 ml tubes Eppendorf 5355 
5 Genotyping platform BeadExpress Illumina  
6 DNA Quantifier Accurate to +/- 1 ng Nanodrop ND1000 
 
Optional 

   

7 Laminar flow hood  PCR Workstation Gelman  
     
12.6 Other materials 

Disposable plastic gloves, sterile dissection equipment 
 
12.7 Electronic Files / Computer Software 

The following electronic files and computer software are required as part of the method: 
 

g) Microsoft excel (version 2003 or later) 
h) GENECLASS2 population genetic software 
i) Text file: Angus 96 ref data combined.txt 
j) Text file: Welsh Black 96 ref data combined.txt 
k) Text file: Red Poll 96 ref data combined.txt 
l) Excel file: Data conversion.xlsm (N.B. this requires macros to be enabled) 
m) Excel file: Angus Analysis.xlsx 
n) Excel file: Welsh Black Analysis.xlsx 
o) Excel file: Red Poll Analysis.xlsx 
p) Excel file: Illumina Vercode template order.csv 

 

7. PROCEDURES 

It is essential to wear disposable plastic gloves during all procedures and to use pipette tips 
that are sterile and fitted with filters. 
 
7.1 Sample Preparation 
 
All samples should be stored frozen at -20oC until processed.  Samples can be stored frozen 
indefinitely.  Prior to processing, thaw samples at room temperature.   
 
The external surfaces of samples submitted for analysis may have been affected through 
preservation treatments or bacterial breakdown.  Where possible, obtain subsamples for 
DNA extraction from the least degraded area of tissue in order to minimize contaminant 
DNA and DNA degradation.  This will typically mean removing outer layers of tissue in 
contact with the environment before taking a subsample.  Use sterile dissection equipment 
where appropriate. 
 
7.2 DNA Extraction 
 
Materials: 
The extraction should be carried out with the Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit, following 
the manufacturer’s protocol. 
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Procedure: 
1. Cut up approx. 25 mg tissue into small pieces and place into a 1.5 ml tube. 
2. Include an empty 1.5 ml tube as an extraction control.  This is treated following the 

same procedure and carried through to the PCR stage (7.3). 
3. Add 180 μl Buffer ATL (tissue lyser). 
4. Add 20 μl proteinase K and vortex for 15 seconds. 
5. Incubate in a thermal mixer at 56°C for 2 hours. 
6. Vortex for 15 seconds. 
7. Add 200 μl Buffer AL (cell lyser) to the sample and vortex for 15 seconds. 
8. Add 200 μl 100% ethanol and vortex for 15 seconds. 
9. Pipette the mixture into a DNeasy Mini spin column placed in a 2 ml collection tube. 
10. Centrifuge at 8000 x g for 1 minute 
11. Discard the eluate and replace the collection tube. 
12. Add 500 μl Buffer AW1 (wash 1). 
13. Centrifuge at 8000 x g for 1 minute 
14. Discard the eluate and replace the collection tube. 
15. Add 500 μl Buffer AW2 (wash 2). 
16. Centrifuge at 13,000 x g for 3 minutes 
17. Discard the eluate and collection tube.  Place the spin column in a 1.5 ml tube. 
18. Pipette 100 μl Buffer AE (elution) directly onto the spin column membrane. 
19. Incubate at room temperature for 1 minute 
20. Centrifuge at 8000 rpm for 1 minute to elute DNA. 
21. Discard the spin column, close the tube and store the eluate containing DNA at 4oC for 

up to one week or in a freezer (-20oC) long term. 
22.  DNA extract quantification.  Extracted DNA must be quantified to assess the extraction 

process and enable normalisation of DNA concentration.  DNA should be diluted to 
50ng / μl using DNA-free water. 

 
The DNA samples should now be prepared for delivery to an Illumina BeadXpress service 
provider, by aliquoting 20 μl of the 50ng/ul DNA into 200 μl PCR tubes. 
 
Controls: 
See section 7.6 for a list of sample controls to include with the test samples sent to the 
service provider. 
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7.3 SNP Genotyping 
 
Materials: 
Illumina Veracode custom assay (as per file: Illumina Vercode template order.xlsx 
Illumina BeadExpress platform and associated equipment 
 
DNA from test samples: 20 μl volume of 50ng/μl  
 
Procedure: 
The procedure should follow the standard protocol described in the ‘Illumina GoldenGate 
Genotyping Assay for Veracode Manual Protocol’ (Appendix  II) 
 
Output requirements:  
Sample data should be provided in the form of a final DNA report with the following report 
criteria: 
 
Zeroed SNPs   included 
Excluded samples  retained 
Replicate samples  report separately 
Data format   matrix 
GC score   removed 
File type   tab delimited 
 
The final data report should be saved as a standard text file, named ‘FinalReportData.txt’. 
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7.4 Data analysis 
 
ANALYSIS SECTION A 
 
Conversion of Illumina output files 
 
The data received from the Illumina service provider will include a file named 
‘FinalReportData.txt’.  This file contains the DNA profiles for each sample tested.  The DNA 
profiles will consist of a string of 192 SNPs (96 bovine and 96 porcine).  Only 96 of these 
SNPs will be relevant to the analysis, depending on the product under test. 
 
The first stage of the data analysis involves extracting the necessary information from the 
Illumina file and converting it into a format suitable for downstream analysis.  The required 
format is known as ‘GenePop’ format. 
 
File conversion should be undertaken as follows: 
 
20. Open the excel file named ‘Data conversion.xlsm’  
21. Save a copy of the file with a sample specific name.  Continue to use this file. 
22. On the ‘Import data’ worksheet place the cursor in cell A1, then select ‘Data’ from the 

toolbar, then ‘Import Text file’.  Select the Illumina output file, ‘FinalReportData.txt’ 
23. In the dialogue box, select the ‘Delimited’ box, then click ‘Next’ 
24. Select ‘tab’ as the only ‘Delimiter’ 
25. Select ‘none’ from the ‘text qualifier’ drop down, then click ‘Next’ 
26. Click ‘Finish’, then Click ‘OK’ on the next box. 

27. Highlight the first nine rows and delete them. 
28. Highlight all of the data, select ‘Copy’, Click onto the ‘Transpose sheet’ of the excel 

workbook, select ‘Paste Special’, ‘Transpose’, ‘OK’. 
 
The data should now appear in horizontal rows, with each row representing a sample 
(Figure 1).  The header row lists the names of the SNPs 
 

29. Remove the 96 SNPs that relate to the species (cow or pig) that is NOT being tested: 
a. If the test sample is beef, run the bovine macro (Press Ctl+b) 
b. If the test sample is pork, run the porcine macro (Press Ctl+p) 

 
30. Bovine test: locate and highlight the column with SNP ‘BFGL-NGS-116639’ (column I?).  

Press ‘Control + F’ on the keyboard to bring up the ‘Find/Replace’ dialogue box.  Find 
‘CC’ - Replace with ‘AA’; Find CG – Replace with AG. 
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31. Highlight the SNP genotype data (i.e. the cells with the two-letter codes).  Press ‘Control 
+ F’ on the keyboard to bring up the ‘Find/Replace’ dialogue box.  Perform the following 
Find/Replace commands: 

Find  Replace 
AA  ‘0101 
AC  ‘0102 
AG  ‘0102 
AT  ‘0102 
CC  ‘0202 
GG  ‘0202 
TT  ‘0202 

    --  ‘0000 
 
32. Select each sample name cell, one at a time, and add a comma (,) to the end of each 

sample name. 
33. Select all of the rows containing sample data and press ‘Copy’ 
34. Select either the ‘Porcine’ or ‘Bovine’ worksheet, as appropriate, place the cursor in cell 

A99 and press ‘Paste’. 
35. Save the excel file. 
36. Save the worksheet as a Tab delimited text file: 

a. Select ‘Save as’ 
b. Select ‘Text (tab delimited)’ from the file type drop down 
c. Name the file according to the samples within in. Click ‘Save’ 
d. Click ‘OK’ to accept only one worksheet to be saved 
e. Click ‘Yes’ to accept format 

37. Close the excel file, select ‘No’ to saving changes when prompted 
38. Open the text file and check that the format agrees with Figure 2 
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Sample names 2-letter genotype SNP names  
 
Figure 1 Screenshot of the ‘Transpose sheet’ from the Data Conversion excel file, 

showing the data for two samples.  The header row lists the SNPs on the 
assay, the first column list the samples.  The DNA results for each sample 
consist of a two-leter code for each SNP.  (‘--‘ signifies that the assay has 
failed for a sample at that SNP).  

 
 
 

Column of SNP names

Sample names 4-digit genotype code  
 
Figure 2 Screenshot of an example text file for two porcine samples, showing the 

bottom of the SNP list and sample names in the first column and the 4-digit 
genotype code in rows for each sample. 
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ANALYSIS SECTION B 
 
GeneClass software 
 
In order to perform the statistical assignment of the test sample to a breed it is necessary to 
use the population genetic software package, GENECLASS2.   
 
GENECLASS2 is available to download for free from: http://www.ensam.inra.fr/URLB/. 
 
17. Download the set-up file from the webpage (normally the English Windows version) 
18. Install the program in an appropriate folder. 

 
The program is used to calculate the likelihoods associated with the test sample originating 
from each of the breeds in the reference data.  Both the reference data and the test sample 
data need to be inputted into the GENECLASS2 programme. 
 
19. Create two folders, one named ‘Geneclass input’, the other named ‘Geneclass output’. 
20. Copy the ‘[Breed] 96 ref data combined.txt’ file relevant to the claimed breed into the ‘Geneclass 

input’ folder. 
21. Copy the test sample text file generated from the ANALYSIS SECTION A into the ‘Geneclass input’ 

folder. 
22. Copy the ‘[Breed] analysis.xlsx’ file relevant to the claimed breed into the Geneclass output 

folder. 
23. Open the GENECLASS2 software by double-clicking on the programme icon.  By default, the 

programme will open on the ‘Parameters’ tab (top left of screen) 
24. Load the appropriate reference data (bovine or porcine) by clicking on the ‘Open’button to the 

right of the ‘Reference population’ bar.  Select either ‘porine_geneclass.txt’ or 
‘bovine_geneclass.txt’ from the Geneclass input folder you have created (Figure 3). 

25. Load the appropriate test sample by clicking on the ‘Open’button to the right of the ‘Sample to 
be assigned’ bar.  Select the test sample text file you saved within the Geneclass input folder you 
have created (Figure 3). 

26. Method.  Within the ‘Parameters’ tab, there are four tabs that relate to the method.  
a. Tab 1) ‘Computation goal’.  

i. Ensure that  the ‘Assign / exclude population as origin of individuals’ box is 
checked.   

ii. Ensure that the ‘Assign: Individuals’ box is checked 
iii. Ensure ‘Assignment threshold’ bar is set to 0.05 

b. Tab 2) ‘Criteria for Computation’. 
i. Ensure that  the ‘Bayesian method: Rannala & Mountain’ box is checked 

c. Tab 3) ‘Probability Computation’ 
i. Ensure that no boxes are checked 

d. Tab 4) ‘Locus selection’ 
i. Ensure that all boxes are checked 

27. Press the ‘Start’ bar at the bottom. 

 
The programme should only take a few seconds to run.  On completion, the screen will 
display the ‘Results’ tab (Figure 4).   There should be one line of data per sample with your 
sample file names on the left hand side.   
 
28. Examine the breed code listed under the Rank 1 column header.   

 
DECISION: 
If this breed code matches the breed of origin that is being claimed for the sample, the claim 
has been verified and the analysis is complete.  GO TO 7.5 - Interpretation. 

http://www.ensam.inra.fr/URLB/
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If this breed code indicates that the sample is not from the target breed, subsequent statistical 
analysis needs to be undertaken.   Continue with this SOP (Part 13) 

 
 
29. In the ‘Results’ tab, click on ‘Export’ and save the file (as a .csv file type) to the Geneclass output 

folder you have created,using the test sample name as the file name, e.g. ‘test_sample.csv’ 
30. Return to the ‘Parameters’ tab.  The analysis needs to be re-run with a different method, as 

follows: 
a. Tab 1) ‘Computation goal’.  

i. Ensure that  the ‘Assign / exclude population as origin of individuals’ box is 
checked.   

ii. Ensure that the ‘Assign: Individuals’ box is checked 
iii. Ensure ‘Assignment threshold’ bar is set to 0.05 

b. Tab 2) ‘Criteria for Computation’. 
i. Ensure that  the ‘Bayesian method: Rannala & Mountain’ box is checked 

c. Tab 3) ‘Probability Computation’ 
i. Ensure that ‘Enable probability calculation’ box is checked 

ii. Ensure that ‘Paetkau et al 2004’ box is checked 
iii. Ensure that ‘No. Simulated individuals’ = 1000 and ‘type I error (alpha)’ = 0.01 

d. Tab 4) ‘Locus selection’ 
i. Ensure that all boxes are checked 

31. Press the ‘Start’ bar at the bottom. 
 

The programme will take a little longer (~15-20 seconds) to run.  On completion, the screen 
will display the ‘Results’ tab, slightly different to the previous one (Figure 5).   There should 
be a single line of data with your test sample file name on the left hand side.   
 
The first column of data (immediately to the right of the sample name) shows the 
probability associated with the most likely breed.   
 

DECISION: 
If this probability is less than 0.05, it indicates that the true breed from which the 
sample originated is not represented in the data base and therefore cannot be 
identified. GO TO 7.5 - Interpretation. 
 
If this probability is greater than 0.05, then the analysis should proceed, following the 
SOP (Part 16).   
 

32. Close the GENECLASS2 programme.  Proceed to Analysis Section C 
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Main tabs
Method tabs

 
 
Figure 3 Screenshot of GENECLASS2 software opening page, showing reference and 

test file dialogue boxes, method tabs and analysis start button. 
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Results tab

Test sample name

Data export

Most likely breed (Rank 1)  
 
Figure 4 Screenshot of GENECLASS2 results page showing test sample number, 

mostly likely breed assignment and export function. 
 
 

Results tab

Test sample name Probability associated with most likely breed  
 
Figure 5 Screenshot of GENECLASS2 results page showing test sample number and 

the probability associated with the most likely breed (first data column).  If 
this probability is greater than 0.01, then the analysis should proceed.  If this 
probability is less than 0.01, it indicates that the true breed from which the 
sample originated is not in the data base and cannot be identified. 

 
 
 
ANALYSIS SECTION C 
 
Excel Spreadsheet Analysis 
 

18. Open a new excel spreadsheet. 
19. From the ‘Data’ tab, select ‘import from text file’ 
20. Select the sample file from the Geneclass output folder you created (e.g. test_sample.csv) 
21. In the dialogue box, select the ‘Delimited’ box, then click ‘Next’ 
22. Select ‘semicolon’ as the only ‘Delimiter’ 
23. Select ‘none’ from the ‘text qualifier’ drop down, then click ‘Next’ 
24. Click ‘Finish’, then Click ‘OK’ on the next box. 

 
The data should now be entered into the excel spreadsheet and look similar to the example 
in Figure 6. 
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Sample name Highest rank breed -ve log likelihood scores for non-target and target breeds
(= Non-Welsh Black)

 
 
Figure 6 Example of successfully imported GENECLASS2 data within excel.  The 

sample name, most likely breed and breed likelihood scores are highlighted. 
 

25. Save the excel file in the Geneclass output folder.  Keep the excel file open. 
26. Open the excel file named ‘[Breed] analysis.xlsx’, as appropriate. 
27.  Save a copy of the Analysis Sheet using the test sample name in the file name.  Continue 

working with this copy.  Close the original copy 
 
This file contains three worksheets.  Do NOT make any changes to these worksheets, other 
than described in the following instructions. 
 

28. From the Geneclass output file created at (8), copy the value in the ‘-log(L)’ column that 
relates to the Rank 1 breed in Column B (for example, in Figure 6, this would be the ‘-log(L) 
value for the 118_18 breed (= 47.049 in cell H14). 

29. Paste this value into the corresponding cell in Column C on Sheet 1, Table A, of the Analysis 
sheet (Figure 7) 

30. From the Geneclass output file created at (8), copy the value of the ‘-log(L)’ column from the 
claimed breed (for example, in Figure 6, if the claimed breed was ‘Welsh Black’ (code 211) 
this would be the value of 63.908 in cell I14). 

31. Paste this value into the corresponding cell in Column H on Sheet 1, Table A of the Analysis 
sheet (Figure 7) 

32. Check: On the Analysis sheet, a value for the likelihood ratio should now appear in cell C7. 
33. The appropriate probability for the test sample originating from the breed identified in 

GENCLASS2, rather than the breed claimed, is provided in Table B.  The relevant probability 
should be copied from Table B and pasted (paste special – paste values) into the ‘Result’ box 
in cell G51.  For example, the probability for a sample that claimed to be from Welsh Black, 
but which GENECLASS2 analysis identified as non-Welsh Black, should be copied from cell 
D12 of Table B (Figure 8).  

34. Save the Analysis file. STOP. GO TO 7.5 - Interpretation 
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Table A

Breed identified in GeneClass2 (Rank 1) Code -Log(L) Claimed bred of origin Code -Log(L)

Welsh Black WB Welsh Black WB 63.908

Non-Welsh Non-WB 47.049 Non-Welsh Non-WB

Likelihood ratio (LR) 16.859  
 
Figure 7 Screenshot of Table A from Welsh Black Analysis sheet.  –log(L) values have 

been entered for the most likely breed (Non-Welsh Black) and for the 
claimed breed (Welsh Black). 

 
Table B Probability table

Breed identified in GeneClass2 (Rank 1)

WB Non-WB
Welsh Black x 0.998606

Non-Welsh 1 x

Result P(belonging to identified breed, given the claimed breed)= 0.999

Claimed breed

 
 
Figure 8 Table B showing probabilities associated with breed assignment.  For a 

sample claimed to be from Welsh Black cattle but identified during analysis 
as being from non-Welsh Black, the relevant probability is found in cell D12 
at the intersection of these breeds.  The probability value of 0.998606, 
indicates that it is extremely likely  that the sample originated from a 
different breed, given the claim of Welsh Black origin. 

 Note that all other values in Table B are meaningless. 
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7.5  Interpretation 
 
The data relating to the test sample has now been processed.  There are three possible 
outcomes. 
 

4) The GENECLASS2 analysis identifies the claimed breed as the most likley source of the 
sample. 
In this event, the breed of origin has been verified. 
 

5) The GENECLASS2 analysis identifies a non-target breed as being most likely, but it’s 
associated probability in GENECLASS2 (Figure 5) is less than 0.05. 
In this event, the claimed breed can be excluded as the breed of origin, however no other 
breed can be identified as the true source of the sample. 
 

6) The GENECLASS2 analysis identifies the ‘non-target breed’ group (P>0.05).  The subsequent 
Excel spreadsheet analysis compared the relative likelihoods of the claimed breed and non-
target beed group and calculated a probability. 
This probability is sample specific and takes into account the possibility of samples from each 
breed being mistakenly identified as originating from the other.   
 
Where the probability value is 1, this means that the distribution of genetic variation 
observed in the two breeds does not overlap for the DNA result observed in the test sample.  
It can be concluded that the sample must have come from the non-target breed, rather than 
the claimed breed. 
 
Where the probability value is less than 1, this means that the distribution of genetic 
variation observed in the two breeds may overlap for the DNA result observed in the test 
sample.  The probability value indicates the level of certainty with which it can be concluded 
that the sample came from the non-target breed, rather than the claimed breed. 
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7.6 Quality Assurance 
 
Extraction Control 
Included to check for extraction kit contamination.  Only negligible DNA should be detected 
during quantification (<2ng/ul). If significant levels of DNA are detected, sterilize all 
equipment and repeat DNA extractions.  
 
Negative SNP Assay Control 
Included to check for background laboratory contamination.  No SNP genotypes should be 
produced. 
 
Positive SNP Assay Control 
The profile generated from the positive control should match the control breed.  If a 
mismatch is detected, it is likely the SNP genotyping assays has not run correctly.   
 
Repeat SNP Assay Control 
One sample, or the positive control, should be run twice to ensure that the genotypes 
produced are identical among sample replicates 
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Appendix V 
 

FOOD STANDARDS AGENCY 
 

INTERNAL VALIDATION REPORT 

Draft 3 – March 2011 
 

BASED ON THE 
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE GENETIC IDENTIFICATION 

OF TRADITIONAL BREEDS OF CATTLE AND PIG USING DNA SNP MARKERS 

 
 
 
1. Introduction 

This report describes the methods and results of an internal validation study to 
examine the performance of the genetic breed identification assay developed during 
the FSA research project Q01130.  The aim of the study was to trial the Illumina 
BeadExpress assay designed during the project and manufactured to incorporate the 
panels of traditional breed diagnostic SNPs.  Please refer to the Phase 1 report for 
full details of the project. 

 

2. Methods 

The BeadExpress platform allows for the genotyping of up to 384 SNPs 
simultaneously.  For the current project a panel of 192 SNPs was selected, 96 SNPs 
informative for cattle breeds, 96 for pig breeds, including wild boar.   The sequence 
data surrounding each SNP marker was submitted to Illumina to assess the suitability 
for conversion to the Illumina genotyping chemistry.  The minimum order of 480 
samples was subsequently placed in August 2010 and received at Gen-Probe in 
September 2010.  The assay was delivered to the University of Edinburgh’s Roslin 
Institute for genotyping analysis at the ARK Genomics facility. 

The assay requires samples in the form of DNA extracts at a volume of 20 µl and a 
concentration of 50 ng/µl.  Samples in the correct format were prepared, representing 
all of the target cattle and pig breeds, as well as the majority of comparative breeds 
for both species.  A total of 66 cattle samples and 73 pig samples were included (see 
Appendix II of Final Project Report). 

The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) devised for the assay was followed 
throughout the laboratory and downstream data analysis processes (see Appendix IV 
of Final Project Report).   

 

3. Results 

i) Genotyping assay 

91 of the 96 porcine SNPs and 93 of the 96 bovine SNPs genotyped to give high 
quality results (Figure 1).  The remainder of the SNPs either did not amplify or did not 
provide sufficiently well-resolved genotypes to use in the downstream analysis.  The 
failed SNPs are listed in Table 1.  Given the increased number of SNPs on the assay 
compared to the first 72-SNP version, this level of SNP failure does not affect the 
theoretical power of the assay to discriminate among breeds of either species 
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Table 1 List of SNPs that did not genotype in each species using the Illumina 
BeadExpress assay 

 

Species SNP identifier 

Porcine ALGA0047798 
ALGA0042019 
ALGA0026051 
ASGA0053943 
ALGA0085842 

Bovine ARS-BFGL-NGS-92172 
Hapmap46695-BTA-26440 
ARS-BFGL-NGS-106403 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Graphical output of the Illumina Genome Studio software showing the 
results for a single bovine SNP with 66 validation samples.  The 
samples are clustered into three groups according to their genotype 
(AA n=38; AB n=22; BB n=6).  These genotype scores are converted 
into a report for output to downstream population genetic analysis. 
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ii) Data analysis 

Porcine: 

Following the SOP for breed assignment analysis, 70 of the 73 samples were 
correctly assigned to their breed of origin (Annex A).  Two of the incorrect 
assignments were Landrace pigs assigned to the Welsh pig.  The other 
misassignment was a Middle White pig assigned to Large White.   

Bovine: 

Following the SOP for breed assignment analysis, 55 of the 64 samples were 
correctly assigned to their breed of origin (Annex B).  Six of these were excluded 
from all breeds, indicating intermediate breed assignment, while three were 
misassigned to the wrong breed.  Two misassignments were due to incorrect 
identification of Charolais (assigned to Limousin); the third was a Limousin assigned 
to a Piedmontese.  Within the target breeds, two of the five Hereford samples were 
not assigned to any breed (excluded from all breeds P<0.05).  This result is 
discussed in more detail below.  

 

4. Discussion 

Porcine assay 

On the whole this assay performed very well.  The breed assignments were almost 
all correct, confirming the ability of the assay to identify a sample to breed.  The three 
incorrect assignments are discussed below. 

Welsh vs Landrace breeds 

The differentiation of these breeds was identified as a problem during assay 
development and the existence of the ‘Welsh pig’ as a distinct breed has been 
questioned.  The misassignment was therefore not too surprising and looking ahead 
it is unlikely that these two breeds can be reliably separated for the purposes of 
enforcement.  Nevertheless, if these two breeds must be pooled for assignment 
purposes, the assay still provides the ability to discriminate these from other breeds. 

Middle White pig vs Large White 

It is not clear at this stage why this single sample was wrongly assigned.  It may be 
due to an error in labelling between the original sample being taken and the DNA 
being analysed, a mistaken identity concerning the animal, or an indication of the 
genetic relatedness of these two breeds.  While it would be useful to understand the 
cause of this error, this may not be possible for this specific sample and as neither of 
these two breeds are targets for the breed assignment project, it is perhaps not too 
important. 

 

Bovine assay 

The results of the bovine assay were less impressive.  Despite the very accurate 
theoretical assignments based on breed differentiation within the reference data, the 
validation samples failed to be assigned correctly too frequently to support the use of 
this test in its current form. 

Charolais vs Limousin 

In order to investigate the assignment failures in the bovine data, further analysis was 
undertaken, focussing on the Charolais-Limousin breed pair.  The available reference 
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data for these two breeds displays clear differentiation at 55 of 96 SNPs, with 27 of 
these having pairwise FST values above 10%.  On this basis, it is not easy to explain 
why the Charolais samples have been misassigned based on population genetic 
divergence.  All five of the Charolais samples have been traced back to named 
individuals within the British Charolais Society stud book.   

There are three main possible causes for this issue.  The first is that the Charolais 
samples have been mixed up at some point.  This has not happened during assay 
processing as there is not a similar number of Limousin samples misassigned.  Prior 
to this step, samples were stored at the Roslin Institute following extraction from 
semen straws several years ago.  While mislabelling is always a theoretical 
possibility, the systems in place at Roslin suggest this is unlikely.  The second 
possible cause is that the Charolais samples in the British studbook are impure.  This 
also seems unlikely and in any case, if true, would mean that a high proportion of 
Charolais cattle in Britain were also impure.  The third possible cause is that the 
Limousin cattle in the reference data genetically overlap slightly with the British 
Charolais cattle, but not with the reference Charolais cattle.  Although slightly 
confusing, this seems the most plausible explanation, as it is well-known that these 
two breeds are closely related and may be more similar in some pairs of populations 
than others.  Importantly, the samples that were used to generate the reference data 
for both of these breeds came from the USA.  It may be that in the US, the breeds 
are more distinct than in the UK, due to founder effects at the time that the breeds 
were originally established across the Atlantic. 

Hereford non-assignment 

The Hereford cattle samples that were used in the validation study are ‘Traditional 
Hereford’ which is now understood to be different to commercial Hereford.  This may 
explain the discrepancy observed with these samples.  The following is taken from 
the UK Traditional Hereford Cattle Breeders Club website:  

“Today in Britain the breed is in three fairly distinct categories. These are, the Polled 
cattle, the Horned cattle that have been bred to outside influences, mostly from 
Canada, and those cattle that are descended entirely from animals registered in the 
1878 Herd Book, and are native to Great Britain and Ireland.” 

The Hereford validation samples appear to be from the third category, suggesting 
that they are likely to be genetically distinct to the commercial category in the 
reference data that has been bred in North America.  This would account for the 
tendency of some Traditional Hereford samples to not assign to the reference 
Hereford breed.  One obvious way to test this further would be to examine the 
assignment of commercial Hereford bought from a UK slaughterhouse. 

Cross Breeds 

One of the original objectives of the project was to evaluate the ability to assign an 
individual to a cross-breed category, in order to authenticate meat products where 
the individual animal need only be 50% of the claimed breed to enable breed 
labelling.  Twelve Aberdeen Angus cross-bred animals were included in the 
validation study (Appendix II).  The twelve were assigned to Angus or Charolais, 
however the results are difficult to interpret as the non-Angus component of the 
crosses varied and was often itself a cross-bred individual.  The validation results are 
not considered to provide sufficient evidence that cross-breeds can be reliably 
identified.   

Ways forward 

Given the levels of misassignment observed in the bovine assay, it should probably 
be concluded that this test does not have the ability to reliably distinguish all UK 
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cattle breeds.  Nevertheless, it should be noted that for three of the target breeds, 
Angus, Red Poll and Welsh Black, assignment was correct, suggesting that the test 
is effective at some level and may be adapted to provide breed-specific tests, rather 
than simultaneous identification of all breeds. 

 

Conclusions 

 The Illumina genotyping assay performed well, enabling the unambiguous 
genotyping of 184 of 192 SNPs across the two species. 

 

 The data generated from the porcine samples demonstrated that in almost all 
cases, validation samples were correctly assigned to breed. 

 

 Incorrect assignment of porcine samples was limited to breeds that are very 
closely related and these results are not considered to fundamentally 
compromise the use of the assay. 
 

 The data generated from the bovine samples indicated that several breeds 
could not be categorically distinguished from one another using the SNP 
panel.  These results are contrary to the theoretical analysis based on the 
existing reference data. 

 

 The most likely reason for the observed misassignment is a difference 
between the genetic variation present within the validation samples and that 
of the reference data.  This result was unexpected and is potentially of 
academic interest, but it does compromise the ability to identify all bovine 
breeds with the assay. 

 

 Further data analysis should enable the production of method for the 
identification of single target cattle breeds using the assay to address a 
specific question, rather than the assignment of an unknown sample to any 
one of eleven breeds.
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Annex A Results of porcine internal validation samples 
 
Samples highlighted in grey were not assigned to their true breed.  In all three cases, 
the samples were not excluded, but were misassigned.  The second ranked breed 
was the correct one. 
 
Assigned sample Correct ID? Excluded?

1 2 3

/"BK_01F05 Y Berkshire

/"BK_01F07 Y Berkshire

/"BK_01F12 Y Berkshire

/"BK_01M23 Y Berkshire

/"BK_01M44 Y Berkshire

/"BS_01F11 Y British Saddleback

/"BS_01F28 Y British Saddleback

/"BS_01F39 Y British Saddleback

/"BS_01M27 Y British Saddleback

/"BS_01M30 Y British Saddleback

/"DU_02M32 Y Duroc

/"DU_02M34 Y Duroc

/"DU_02M54 Y Duroc

/"DU_03F15 Y Duroc

/"DU_03M44 Y Duroc

/"GO_01F07 Y Gloucester OS

/"GO_01F16 Y Gloucester OS

/"GO_01M37 Y Gloucester OS

/"GO_01M46 Y Gloucester OS

/"GO_01M50 Y Gloucester OS

/"HA_01M42 Y Hampshire

/"HA_01M48 Y Hampshire

/"HA_01M51 Y Hampshire

/"HA_01M53 Y Hampshire

/"HA_01M55 Y Hampshire

/"LB_01F11 Y Large Black

/"LB_01F14 Y Large Black

/"LB_01F32 Y Large Black

/"LB_01F39 Y Large Black

/"LB_01F49 Y Large Black

/"LR_10M42 Y Landrace

/"LR_10M47 N N Welsh Landrace

/"LR_11M31 Y Landrace

/"LR_11M51 N N Welsh Landrace

/"LR_12M34 Y Landrace

/"LW_88-0521 Y Large White

/"LW_88-0833 Y Large White

/"LW_92-9454 Y Large White

/"LW_93-4455 Y Large White

/"LW_93-4629 Y Large White

/"MA_01F18 Y Mangalica

/"MA_01F19 Y Mangalica

/"MA_01F20 Y Mangalica

/"MA_01M32 Y Mangalica

/"MA_01M36 Y Mangalica

/"MS_88-0153 Y Meishan

/"MS_88-0433 Y Meishan

/"MS_88-0497 Y Meishan

/"MS_88-1104 Y Meishan

/"MS_92-8530 Y Meishan

/"MW_01F12 Y Middle White

/"MW_01F13 Y Middle White

/"MW_01F24 Y Middle White

/"MW_01M20 N N Large White Middle White

/"MW_01M25 Y Middle White

/"PI_02F11 Y Pietrain

/"PI_02M42 Y Pietrain

/"PI_02M45 Y Pietrain

/"PI_03F13 Y Pietrain

/"PI_03M56 Y Pietrain

/"TA_01F31 Y Tamworth

/"TA_01F33 Y Tamworth

/"TA_01F41 Y Tamworth

/"TA_01M12 Y Tamworth

/"TA_01M21 Y Tamworth

/"WB_1JT30-2 Y Wild Boar

/"WB_2JT30-3 Y Wild Boar

/"WB_Roslin1 Y Wild Boar

/"WP_85277 Y Welsh

/"WP_85288 Y Welsh

/"WP_86019 Y Welsh

/"WP_86023 Y Welsh

/"WP_88818 Y Welsh

Breed rank
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Annex B Results of bovine internal validation samples 
 
Samples highlighted in grey were not assigned to their true breed.  Six of these were 
excluded from all breeds, indicating intermediate breed assignment, while three were 
misassigned to the wrong breed.  Two misassignments were correct at rank 2, one 
was correct at rank 3. The cross-breed samples (‘AAX’) were not assessed in terms 
of correct assignment, as the non-Angus component was itself usually cross-bred. 
 
Assigned sample Correct ID? Excluded?

1 2 3

/"AA_1045 Y Angus

/"AA_1239 Y Angus

/"AA_1349 Y Angus

/"AA_2004 Y Angus

/"AA_5603 Y Angus

/AAX_13 n/a Angus

/AAX_14 n/a Angus

/AAX_15 n/a Charolais

/AAX_16 n/a Angus

/AAX_17 n/a Charolais

/AAX_18 n/a Charolais

/AAX_19 n/a Charolais

/AAX_20 n/a Charolais

/AAX_21 n/a Angus

/AAX_22 n/a Charolais

/AAX_23 n/a Charolais

/AAX_24 n/a Charolais

/"CH_1026 Y Charolais

/"CH_1027 N N Limousin Piedmontese Charolais

/"CH_1030 N N Limousin Charolais

/"CH_1035 Y Charolais

/"CH_1037 Y Charolais

/"GU_2433 Y Guernsey

/"GU_2434 Y Guernsey

/"GU_2436 N Y

/"GU_2437 N Y

/"GU_2463 Y Guernsey

/"HE_2007 N Y

/"HE_2008 Y Hereford

/"HE_2011 Y Hereford

/"HE_2012 N Y

/"HE_2013 Y Hereford

/"HF_026 Y Holstein-Freisian

/"HF_067 Y Holstein-Freisian

/"HF_075 Y Holstein-Freisian

/"HF_093 Y Holstein-Freisian

/"HF_181 Y Holstein-Freisian

/"JE_2361 Y Jersey

/"JE_2362 Y Jersey

/"JE_2364 N Y

/"JE_2367 Y Jersey

/"JE_2368 Y Jersey

/"LIM_973 Y Limousin

/"LIM_976 Y Limousin

/"LIM_978 Y Limousin

/"LIM_979 Y Limousin

/"LIM_982 N N Piedmontese Limousin

/"RP_107768 Y Red Poll

/"RP_107774 Y Red Poll

/"RP_107777 Y Red Poll

/"RP_107782 Y Red Poll

/"RP_107787 Y Red Poll

/"RP_107972 Y Red Poll

/"RP_107978 N Y

/"RP_107992 Y Red Poll

/"WBK_83430 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_83434 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_83777 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_83782 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_85345 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_85654 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_86116 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_87168 Y Welsh Black

/"WBK_88788 Y Welsh Black

Breed rank

 
Appendix VI 
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5. Introduction 

This report describes the methods and results of an external validation study to 
examine the performance of the genetic breed identification assays developed during 
FSA/Defra research project Q01130.  Please refer to the Final Project Report for full 
details of this project.   

The aims of the external validation study were three-fold: 

i) to demonstrate the performance of the assays in an external laboratory.   

ii) to examine the performance of the assay across a range of sample types. 

iii) to examine how the assay would perform using commercial samples and to 
take an initial look at what breeds were present in the marketplace 

 

The validation of the laboratory assay itself was not a direct objective of the study as 
this had been addressed in the Internal Validation Study (Appendix V of the Final 
Report). The current report forms Appendix VI of the Final Report.  

 

6. Methods 

The BeadExpress platform allows for the genotyping of up to 384 SNPs 
simultaneously.  For the current project a panel of 192 SNPs was selected, 96 SNPs 
informative for cattle breeds, 96 for pig breeds, including wild boar.   The sequence 
data surrounding each SNP marker was submitted to Illumina to assess the suitability 
for conversion to the Illumina genotyping chemistry.  The minimum order of 480 
samples was subsequently placed in August 2010 and received at Gen-Probe in 
September 2010.  The assay was delivered to the University of Edinburgh’s Roslin 
Institute for genotyping analysis at the ARK Genomics facility. 

The assay requires samples in the form of DNA extracts at a volume of 20 µl and is 
optimized for a DNA concentration of 50 ng/µl.   
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For this external validation study, three sets of samples were used:  

iv) Control DNA from known breeds (target breeds and comparative breeds) at a 
concentration of 50 ng/µl.  These were included to ensure that the assay 
results and interpretation were reproducible by a second laboratory 
following the SOP. 

v) Processed/treated meat samples.  These were included to examine the 
performance of the assay across a range of sample types, including 
various cooking methods (fried, baked, boiled, grilled, cooked in sauce) 
and serial DNA dilutions (50, 40, 30, 20, 10 50 ng/µl). 

vi) Market/commercial samples. These were included as a final examination of 
how the assay would perform using market samples and to take an initial 
look at what breeds could be identified from a small sample of traditional 
breed products. 

Details of the test samples used in the external validation study are given in 
Appendix II of the Final Report. 

The Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) devised for the assays were followed 
throughout the laboratory and downstream data analysis processes (see Appendix IV 
of the Final Report).  

It should be noted that for the bovine assay control samples, an earlier version of the 
SOP was also employed which identified each sample back to any one of the eleven 
cattle breeds included in the reference data (the current bovine SOP simply leads to 
the presence or absence of a specific target breed).  This was done in order to allow 
a comparison of the assay in the hands of the developers and a Public Analyst 
laboratory.                                  

 

7. Results 

iii) Genotyping assay 

90 of the 96 porcine SNPs and 93 of the 96 bovine SNPs genotyped to give high 
quality results.  The remainder of the SNPs either did not amplify or did not provide 
sufficiently well-resolved genotypes to use in the downstream analysis.  The failed 
SNPs are listed in Table 1.  This failure rate is very similar to that observed during 
the internal validation study and should not significantly affect the power of breed 
assignment. 

 

Table 1 List of SNPs that did not genotype in each species using the Illumina 
BeadExpress assay 

Species SNP identifier 

Porcine MARC0093317 
ASGA0024792 
ASGA0053943 
H3GA0021745 
MARC0024767 
ALGA0042019 

Bovine ARS-BFGL-NGS-16502 
ARS-BFGL-NGS-106403 
BTA-78815 
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iv) Data analysis 

Porcine: 

Control samples 

All samples worked and were correctly assigned to their breed of origin except for 
one Landrace pig that was assigned to Welsh pig (Annex Ai). 

Processed samples 

The serial DNA dilutions were designed to examine the level at which genotyping 
success dropped off, as measure by the percentage of SNPs successfully genotyped 
at each DNA concentration.  No effects of reducing DNA amount were observed until 
a concentration of 10ng/ul when genotyping success dropped markedly in many 
samples (Annex Aii).   

The effects of various cooking treatments on the pork samples were minimal. 
Although most processed samples displayed a very slight drop in genotyping 
success, this did not reduce the ability to assign the samples to breed. 

Market samples 

The results of the market sample testing identify two samples as likely being 
mislabelled: one Hampshire labelled product identified as wild boar and one 
Gloucester Old Spot product identified as either wild boar of British saddleback 
(Annex Aiii).  A number of other samples were not identifiable as their claimed breed, 
but were also not readily identifiable as any other single breed. 

 

Bovine: 

Control samples 

All samples worked and were correctly assigned to their breed of origin except for 
three samples that were not assigned to their target breed, nor to the non-target 
breeds (Annex Bi). 

Processed samples 

The serial DNA dilutions were designed to examine the level at which genotyping 
success dropped off, as measure by the percentage of SNPs successfully genotyped 
at each DNA concentration.  In contrast to the porcine assay, an effect of reducing 
DNA amount was only observed in one sample, even at a concentration of 10ng/ul 
(Annex Bii). 

The effects of various cooking treatments on the beef samples were minimal. 
Although most processed samples displayed a very slight drop in genotyping 
success, this did not reduce the ability to assign the samples to breed. 

Market samples 

The results of the market sample testing identify three samples as likely being 
mislabelled: two Welsh Black products and one Hereford product (Annex Biii).  A 
further four product samples (one Welsh Black, three Herefords) were not identifiable 
as their claimed breed, but were also not readily identifiable to the non-target breed 
group. 
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8. Discussion 

Porcine assay 

On the whole this assay performed very well.  The breed assignments were correct 
for all control samples, given that the assay is not expected to differentiate Welsh 
and Landrace breeds (see discussion in internal validation report - Appendix V).  The 
control results demonstrate that the porcine SOP allows an operator with a 
reasonable level of molecular genetic experience and proficiency with excel 
spreadsheets to accurately identify the breed of origin of pork samples. 

The results of the sensitivity study indicate that the assay performs well down to a 
level of 20 ng/ul, suggesting that a conservative lower limit of 30ng/ul for the test 
would be appropriate.  None of the various cooking processes appeared to cause 
sufficient DNA degradation to prevent the test from functioning, supporting the use of 
the assay on meat samples obtained from cooked food retailers, such as restaurants. 

The market samples showed some interesting results.  The apparent mislabelling of 
Hampshire and Gloucester Old Spot products indicates that incorrect labelling in the 
market place does occur, however in these examples, the breeds actually identified 
from the samples (wild boar and possibly saddleback) are themselves often sold as 
premium products.  One explanation for this is a mix-up of meats originating from a 
traditional breeds supplier, rather than the deliberate substitution of a lesser value 
meat. 

 

Bovine assay 

The results of the bovine assay were very encouraging.  The control samples were 
evaluated in terms of breed identification, rather than with the new breed detection 
approach, in order for the data to be comparable with those generated during the 
internal validation study (Appendix V).  The lack of misassignment and concordance 
with the internal validation data support the use of this assay in a Public Analyst 
environment; however at the present time the interpretation of the result data remains 
an area of ongoing work. 

The non-assignment of several Hereford samples, together with the results of the 
internal validation study, show that the assay does not work for all Hereford cattle.  
This is likely to be due to the apparent diversity within the Hereford breed, stemming 
from a divergent breeding history, with Traditional Herefords remaining in the UK for 
centuries, while the commercial Herefords have been shipped overseas and reared 
in isolation from their ancestral stock.  It is likely that the reason some Hereford cattle 
were not assigned to any breed is that they represent a component of Hereford 
genetic diversity that was not encapsulated in the original reference data.  To 
overcome this issue, a larger number of Herefords from a wider range of sources 
should be included in the reference data set.  This would not necessarily require a 
change to the 96-SNP bovine panel; it would simply mean that the Hereford training 
data would be broadened, increasing the probability that all Herefords would be 
assigned to their breed. 

Subsequent parts of the external validation study were performed using the revised 
set of breed specific SOPs, therefore the results identify either the target breed or the 
non-target breed group; alternatively samples may be excluded from any type of 
breed designation.  

The results of the sensitivity study indicate that the assay performs well down to a 
level of 20 ng/ul, or possibly lower, however a conservative lower limit of 30ng/ul for 
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the test is suggested.  None of the various cooking processes appeared to cause 
sufficient DNA degradation to prevent the test from functioning, supporting the use of 
the assay on meat samples obtained from cooked food retailers, such as restaurants. 

The market samples showed that three Welsh Black samples and one Hereford 
sample were assigned to non-target breeds, indicating that mislabelling had 
occurred.  In the case of the Welsh Black, all samples originated from retailers who 
had previously been under suspicion in relation to the authenticity of their Welsh 
Black beef products.  The Angus and Red Poll products were all identified as 
authentic, including the mince and burgers. 

 

Conclusions 

 The Illumina genotyping assay performed well, enabling the unambiguous 
genotyping of 184 of 192 SNPs across the two species. 

 

 The processing of the control samples demonstrated that the SOPs could be 
applied to generate the correct results by the Public Analyst laboratory. 
 

 Both porcine and bovine assays can be performed on samples with DNA 
concentrations of 30 ng/ul or more. 
 

 Both porcine and bovine assays can be performed on samples subjected to 
frying, baking, boiling, grilling and cooking in sauce. 

 

 Porcine control samples were correctly assigned; the assay does not 
differentiate Welsh from Landrace. 
 

 Bovine control samples from the target breeds (Angus, Red Poll and Welsh 
Black) were correctly assigned under the specific breed detection approach. 
 

 While no Hereford control samples were misassigned, the breadth of genetic 
diversity in the reference samples is likely to be too narrow at present to allow 
the assignment of all true Hereford samples to the Hereford breed.  The 
inclusion of further Hereford samples from ‘Traditional’ cattle would help 
address this issue. 
 

 The results of the market/commercial samples indicate that most products are 
accurately labelled, although some mislabelling clearer occurs. 
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Annex A Results of porcine external validation samples 
 
i) Control samples. The samples highlighted in grey was misassigned.  The lack 

of distinction between Welsh pig and Landrace is recognized and has been 
discussed elsewhere.  These results are concordant with those in the internal 
validation study using the same control samples. 

 

Assigned sample True breed Correct ID? Excluded? Top rank breed
BK_01F05 BERKSHIRE Y BERKSHIRE

BK_01F07 BERKSHIRE Y BERKSHIRE

BS_01F11 BRITISH SADDLEBACK Y BRITISH SADDLEBACK

BS_01F28 BRITISH SADDLEBACK Y BRITISH SADDLEBACK

HA_01M42 HAMPSHIRE Y HAMPSHIRE

HA_01M48 HAMPSHIRE Y HAMPSHIRE

LB_01F11 LARGE BLACK Y LARGE BLACK

LB_01F14 LARGE BLACK Y LARGE BLACK

LR_10M42 LANDRACE Y LANDRACE

LR_10M47 LANDRACE N N WELSH

MA_01F18 MANGALICA Y MANGALICA

MA_01F19 MANGALICA Y MANGALICA

MW_01F12 MIDDLE WHITE Y MIDDLE WHITE

MW_01F13 MIDDLE WHITE Y MIDDLE WHITE

TA_01F31 TAMWORTH Y TAMWORTH

TA_01F33 TAMWORTH Y TAMWORTH

GO_01F07 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT

GO_01F16 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT

LW_88-0521 LARGE WHITE Y LARGE WHITE

LW_88-0833 LARGE WITE Y LARGE WITE

MS_88-0433 MEISHAN Y MEISHAN

MS_88-1104 MEISHAN Y MEISHAN

DU_02M32 DUROC Y DUROC

DU_02M34 DUROC Y DUROC

PI_03F13 PIETRAIN Y PIETRAIN

PI_03M56 PIETRAIN Y PIETRAIN

WP_85277 WELSH Y WELSH

WP_85288 WELSH Y WELSH  
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ii) Processed/diluted samples. Samples in the upper half of the table have been 

subjected to serial dilution (DNA concentration in ng.ul).  The lab result column 
shows the percentage of SNPs genotyped for that sample.  Highlighted grey 
samples (10ng/ul DNA), at which point genotyping success drops off in several 
samples.  Samples in the lower half shows that cooking processes have little 
effect on genotyping success. 
 

Assigned sample Breed Dilution (ng/ul) Lab Result Assignment possible?
4 WILD BOAR 50 100 Y

5 WILD BOAR 40 100 Y

6 WILD BOAR 30 100 Y

7 WILD BOAR 20 100 Y

8 WILD BOAR 10 93 Y

16 BERKSHIRE 50 93 Y

17 BERKSHIRE 40 94 Y

18 BERKSHIRE 30 94 Y

19 BERKSHIRE 20 94 Y

20 BERKSHIRE 10 94 Y

21 WELSH 50 99 Y

22 WELSH 40 97 Y

23 WELSH 30 99 Y

24 WELSH 20 98 Y

25 WELSH 10 79 Y

32 MIDDLE WHITE 50 98 Y

33 MIDDLE WHITE 40 100 Y

34 MIDDLE WHITE 30 100 Y

35 MIDDLE WHITE 20 100 Y

36 MIDDLE WHITE 10 100 Y

50 TAMWORTH 50 98 Y

51 TAMWORTH 40 98 Y

52 TAMWORTH 30 98 Y

53 TAMWORTH 20 98 Y

54 TAMWORTH 10 97 Y

Assigned sample Breed Treatment Lab Result Assignment possible?
4 WILD BOAR Raw 100 Y

9 WILD BOAR Cooked (fried) 97 Y

10 WILD BOAR Cooked (Oven) 99 Y

11 WILD BOAR Cooked (Boil) 98 Y

12 WILD BOAR Cooked (Sauce) 100 Y

13 WILD BOAR Cokked (Grill) 100 Y

21 WELSH Raw 99 Y

26 WELSH Cooked (fried) 90 Y

27 WELSH Cooked (Oven) 94 Y

28 WELSH Cooked (Sauce) 94 Y

29 WELSH Cooked (Boil) 91 Y

30 WELSH Cooked (Grill) 91 Y

32 MIDDLE WHITE Raw 98 Y

37 MIDDLE WHITE Cooked (fried) 98 Y

38 MIDDLE WHITE Cooked (Oven) 98 Y

39 MIDDLE WHITE Cooked (Boil) 99 Y

40 MIDDLE WHITE Cooked (Sauce) 99 Y

41 MIDDLE WHITE Cooked (Grill) 97 Y

44 TAMWORTH Raw 96 Y

45 TAMWORTH Cooked (fried) 93 Y

46 TAMWORTH Cooked (Oven) 94 Y

47 TAMWORTH Cooked (Boil) 93 Y

48 TAMWORTH Cooked (Sauce) 94 Y

49 TAMWORTH Cooked (Grill) 96 Y

56 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Raw 96 Y

57 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Cooked (fried) 92 Y

58 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Cooked (Oven) 89 Y

59 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Cooked (Boil) 88 Y

60 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Cooked (Sauce) 94 Y

61 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Cooked (Grill) 91 Y
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iii) Market samples. Eleven samples highlighted in grey were not assigned to 

claimed breed.  Instead they were either excluded from specific breed 
assignment (n=9) or assigned to a different breed (n=2).   

 
Assigned sample Claimed breed Correct ID? Excluded? Top rank breed

Target breed products

4 WILD BOAR Y WILD BOAR

139 WILD BOAR Y WILD BOAR

140 WILD BOAR Y WILD BOAR

186 WILD BOAR Y WILD BOAR

15 WILD BOAR BURGERS Y WILD BOAR

16 BERKSHIRE N Y

195 BERKSHIRE Y BERKSHIRE

196 BERKSHIRE Y BERKSHIRE

197 BERKSHIRE Y BERKSHIRE

198 BERKSHIRE Y BERKSHIRE

199 BERKSHIRE Y BERKSHIRE

21 WELSH Y WELSH; LANDRACE

189 WELSH Y LARGE WHITE; WELSH

202 WELSH Y WELSH

205 WELSH Y WELSH

213 WELSH Y WELSH

32 MIDDLE WHITE Y MIDDLE WHITE

193 MIDDLE WHITE Y MIDDLE WHITE

201 MIDDLE WHITE Y MIDDLE WHITE

44 TAMWORTH Y TAMWORTH

50 TAMWORTH Y TAMWORTH

55 TAMWORTH Y TAMWORTH

3 TAMWORTH Y TAMWORTH

56 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

135 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

136 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

137 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

138 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT N Y

191 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

194 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

203 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

204 GLOUCESTER OLD SPOT Y GOS

1 HAMPSHIRE N N WILD BOAR

190 HAMPSHIRE N Y

206 HAMPSHIRE N Y

207 HAMPSHIRE N Y

208 HAMPSHIRE N Y

209 HAMPSHIRE N Y

210 HAMPSHIRE N Y

134 BRITISH SADDLEBACK Y BRITISH SADDLEBACK

185 BRITISH SADDLEBACK Y BRITISH SADDLEBACK

211 BRITISH SADDLEBACK Y BRITISH SADDLEBACK

212 LARGE BLACK Y LARGE BLACK

42 GOS BACON N N WB;BS

43 HAMPSHIRE LARDONS N Y

Non-target breed products

192 OXFORD SANDY & BLACK n/a LARGE BLACK

200 BRITISH LOP CROSS n/a BRITISH SADDLEBACK

2 UNBRANDED n/a LARGE WHITE

141 UNBRANDED n/a LW; LR

142 UNBRANDED n/a PIETRAIN

143 UNBRANDED n/a LARGE WHITE

144 UNBRANDED n/a DU; BS

145 UNBRANDED n/a PI; LR; LW

146 UNBRANDED n/a LARGE WHITE

147 UNBRANDED n/a LARGE WHITE

188 UNBRANDED n/a LARGE WHITE

14 WELSH PORK SAUS. fail NO IDENTIFICATION

31 PORK CHIPOLATAS fail NO IDENTIFICATION

148 PORK SAUS. n/a WILD BOAR

187 PORK SAUS. n/a NO IDENTIFICATION  
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Annex B Results of bovine external validation samples 
 
 
i) Control samples. The samples highlighted in grey was not assigned to any 

breed, they were excluded.  The relatively high level of Hereford exclusion is 
discussed in the text. These results are concordant with those in the internal 
validation study using the same control samples. 

 

Assigned sample True breed Correct ID? Excluded? Top rank breed
RP_107768 Red Poll Y Red Poll

RP_107774 Red Poll Y Red Poll

RP_107777 Red Poll Y Red Poll

RP_107782 Red Poll Y Red Poll

WBK_83430 Welsh Black Y Welsh Black

WBK_83434 Welsh Black Y Welsh Black

WBK_83777 Welsh Black Y Welsh Black

WBK_85345 Welsh Black Y Welsh Black

WBK_83782 Welsh Black Y Welsh Black

HE_2007 Hereford N Y

HE_2008 Hereford Y Hereford

HE_2011 Hereford Y Hereford

HE_2012 Hereford N Y

HE_2013 Hereford Y Hereford

AA_1045 Angus Y Angus

AA_1239 Angus Y Angus

AA_1349 Angus Y Angus

AA_2004 Angus Y Angus

AA_5603 Angus Y Angus

HF_026 Holstein-Freisian Y Holstein-Freisian

HF_067 Holstein-Freisian Y Holstein-Freisian

GU_2433 Guernsey Y Guernsey

GU_2434 Guernsey Y Guernsey

GU_2436 Guernsey N Y

JE_2361 Jersey Y Jersey

JE_2362 Jersey Y Jersey

LIM_973 Limousin Y Limousin

LIM_976 Limousin Y Limousin  
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ii) Processed/diluted samples. Samples in the upper half of the table have been 

subjected to serial dilution (DNA concentration in ng.ul).  The lab result column 
shows the percentage of SNPs genotyped for that sample.  Highlighted grey 
samples (10ng/ul DNA), at which point genotyping success dropped off in the 
porcine assay, show this effect in only one sample (#96).  Samples in the lower 
half shows that cooking processes have little effect on genotyping success. 

 

Assigned sample Breed Dilution Lab Result Assignment possible?
70 A.ANGUS 50 96 Y

71 A.ANGUS 40 97 Y

72 A.ANGUS 30 97 Y

73 A.ANGUS 20 96 Y

74 A.ANGUS 10 96 Y

109 RED POLL 50 99 Y

110 RED POLL 40 99 Y

111 RED POLL 30 99 Y

112 RED POLL 20 99 Y

113 RED POLL 10 97 Y

120 WELSH BLACK 50 100 Y

121 WELSH BLACK 40 98 Y

122 WELSH BLACK 30 99 Y

123 WELSH BLACK 20 98 Y

124 WELSH BLACK 10 98 Y

92 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD 50 100 Y

93 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD 40 98 Y

94 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD 30 99 Y

95 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD 20 97 Y

96 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD 10 92 Y

Assigned sample Breed Treatment Lab Result Assignment possible?
75 A.ANGUS Raw 99 Y

76 A.ANGUS Cooked (fried) 94 Y

77 A.ANGUS Cooked (Oven) 99 Y

78 A.ANGUS Cooked (boil) 96 Y

79 A.ANGUS Cooked (Grill) 97 Y

80 A.ANGUS Cooked (sauce 97 Y

103 RED POLL Raw 99 Y

104 RED POLL Cooked (fried) 98 Y

105 RED POLL Cooked (Oven) 96 Y

106 RED POLL Cooked (boil) 98 Y

107 RED POLL Cooked (Grill) 98 Y

108 RED POLL Cooked (sauce) 99 Y

120 WELSH BLACK Raw 100 Y

125 WELSH BLACK Cooked (fried) 98 Y

126 WELSH BLACK Cooked (Oven) 100 Y

127 WELSH BLACK Cooked (boil) 98 Y

128 WELSH BLACK Cooked (Grill) 100 Y

129 WELSH BLACK Cooked (sauce) 100 Y

92 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD Raw 100 Y

97 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD Cooked (fried) 100 Y

98 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD Cooked (Oven) 99 Y

99 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD Cooked (boil) 98 Y

100 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD Cooked (Grill) 98 Y

101 TRADITIONAL HEREFORD Cooked (sauce) 99 Y
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iii) Market samples. Seven samples highlighted in grey were not assigned to 

claimed breed.  Instead they were either excluded from specific breed 
assignment (n=4) or assigned to a different breed (n=3).   

 
Assigned sample Claimed breed Correct ID? Excluded? Top rank breed

Target breed meats

67 A.ANGUS Y A. ANGUS

70 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS CROSS

75 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS 

114 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS 

116 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS 

153 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS 

154 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS CROSS

155 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS 

216 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS 

219 A. ANGUS Y A. ANGUS CROSS

103 RED POLL Y RED POLL

109 RED POLL Y RED POLL

118 RED POLL Y RED POLL

171 RED POLL Y RED POLL

215 RED POLL Y RED POLL

120 WELSH BLACK N N NON-TARGET

131 WELSH BLACK N Y

172 WELSH BLACK Y WELSH BLACK

177 WELSH BLACK Y WELSH BLACK

178 WELSH BLACK Y WELSH BLACK

184 WELSH BLACK N N NON-TARGET

84 WELSH BLACK Y WELSH BLACK

92 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

173 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

174 HEREFORD N Y

175 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

214 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

149 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

150 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

151 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

152 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

156 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

157 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

158 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

62 HEREFORD N Y

81 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

82 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

83 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

117 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

176 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

183 HEREFORD N N NON-TARGET

166 HEREFORD Y HEREFORD

167 HEREFORD N Y

Target breed products

115 A.ANGUS BURGERS Y ANGUS

168 A.ANGUS MINCE Y ANGUS

217 A.ANGUS MINCE Y ANGUS

102 RED POLL BURGERS Y RED POLL

68 WELSH BLACK CURRY N N NON-TARGET

130 WELSH BLACK CURRY N Y

91 WELSH BLACK SAUS FAIL

Non-target breed products

69 WELSH (NOT WELSH BLACK) N/A N/A A. ANGUS

85 WELSH (NOT WELSH BLACK) N/A N/A NON-TARGET

218 GALLOWAY N/A N/A NON-TARGET

162 DEXTER N/A N/A NON-TARGET

169 A.ANGUS BLACK GOLD N/A N/A NON-TARGET

159 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

160 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

161 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

163 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

164 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

165 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

170 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

179 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

180 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

181 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET

182 UNBRANDED N/A N/A NON-TARGET  
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Appendix VII  
 
Wilkinson et al. accepted publication - see associated .pdf file 


